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"The chief aim of all investigations of the external world should be to discover the

rational order and harmony which has been imposed on it by God and which He revealed

to us in the language of mathematics."

-------~JohannesKepler
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ABSTRACT

The present investigation focused on the study of the small strain, dynamic

behavior of electrorheological (ER) materials at room temperature. Emphasis was placed

on the influence of ER rheology on the long-term frequency response of ER material based
--

adaptive structures. Both Alternate Current (AC) and Direct Current (DC) ER materials

were tested for linearity (strain dependence) at small strain amplitudes. The results of the

rheological experiments indicated that both AC and DC ER materials behaved in a nonlinear

viscoelastic fashion; this rendered the linear viscoelastic theory invalid for the description

and characterization of ER materials under dynamic shear. Factors which influenced the

nonlinear viscoelastic properties were electric field strength, strain amplitude, and strain

frequency. Investigations were conducted on adaptive structures which utilized ER

materials as the damping layer. The reliability of these structures in terms of variations in

vibration modal frequency and loss factor over time were found. The rheology of the two

ER materials was found to have caused fundamental differences in the frequency response

of the respective ER adaptive structures. Factors which affected the time response of these

structures to on-off states in electric field were: electric field strength, electric field

application time, and amplitude of excitation. The response of this class of adaptive

- structures to the-applicatiOn ofeIedricfIeld ~a'y be approximated as instantaneous, while

the response to the removal of electric field could be extraordinarily long-especially at

high excitation frequencies.



CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION OF ELECTRORHEOLOGICAL
MATERIALS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS

1.1 ER Materials-What are They and What are They Used For?

Since Winslow's discovery of electrorheological (ER) fluids in 1949, much

has been conducted in this relatively new field. Although first called

"electroviscous" fluids by Winslow, "electrorheological" fluids soon replaced the previous

name. This is because while the apparent viscosity of these fluids does increase

dramatically with the application of an electric field, "electrorheological" better describes the

changes in viscoelastic properties of these fluids under deformation. The studies first

conducted by Winslow (1949) were performed on silica powder in kerosene under the

influence of an electric field. Winslow reported that the formation of the fibrils in the

direction of electric field was responsible for the increase in shear resistance of the bulk

fluid. The shear resistance of the fibrils, or chains, was an active agent in affecting the

fluid's apparent viscosity under varying degree of electric field intensity. The reversibility

of this phenomenon upon electric field removal was also reported in this pioneering work.
_ •• _ ~_ c ... • ¢".'~

By definition, ER fluids are primarily a colloidal suspension of polarizable particles,

in a dielectric medium. In the absence of an electric field, the fluid flows freely, and the

particulate distribution is random. But upon application of an external electric field, the

particles align themselves in the direction of the field and form fibrils or chain-like

structures between the electrodes. The formation of these fibrils or chains increases the

viscosity of the fluid and changes the rheological behavior of the ER material, i.e. the ER

material's ability to resist shear and deformation increases. When the electric field is

removed,-thebulkfluid re1lims to zero-field behavior. The response time of this reversible

phenomenon is generally claimed throughout available literature to be on the order of a few

milliseconds. The phenomenon described above is illustrated in Figure 1.1.

2



SURFACTANT COATED
DIELECTRIC PARTICLES

(a)

NON-CONDUCTING
CARRIER FLUID

FORMATION OF CHAIN-LIKE
STRUCTURES

(b)

Figure 1.1 The ER effect. (a) Zero electric field and (b) the application of a non-zero electric field.
1---------------------

Perhaps a simpler description of the ER phenomenon is that the behavior of ER

fluids changes from that of a liquid to that of a jell-form upon the application of electric

fieId:Upontemovalofthe electric field,t:b~ER materic:I re~ms to the liquid state.
.............-. ",,"

Several recent papers have reviewed the causes of the ER phenomenon (Weiss et ..

al., 1993; Jordan and Shaw, 1989; Conrad and Sprecher, 1991; Block et al., 1990; Gast

and Zukoski, 1989). The primary mechanism for the ER effect is thought to be the

polarization of the particles and the resulting attraction forces between them in an electric

-... ". -~ ..- '" - .

field. Another theory is known as the Water-Glue Theory where the content of water-a

higWy polar molecule-in an ER material is thought to be responsible for the ER effect.

However, higWy sophisticated experiments have been performed which controlled water

content (anhydrous ER fluids), yet the ER effect persisted. Other theories such as the

Particle Fibrillation Theory and the Distorted Double Layer Theory also help to explain the

causes for Uie ERpnenomenon.-EachofThi:nl.bove theories has it's own weakness,jUldca, .~,.,--_ .. ~. -

theory that is applicable to the multitude of ER materials and is universally accepted remains

3
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to be found. In order to further develop ER material based applications, superior fluids are

needed; the fundamentals of h,?w ER mechanisms work need to be fully understood.

1. 2 ER Materials in Academia and Industry

The composition of any ER material found in academia oLindustry-is-cemprisecl-ef

primarily four components: a particle constituent, a dielectric fluid medium, surfaetants,

and various additives. Weiss et al. (1993) gave a thorough summary of various ER

materials available in the patent literature. Although a bewilderiq.g number of possible

material combinations exist, the following statement can be made for any ER material:

particle constituents-natural or synthetic-are minute (many ER materials have p~icle

diameter of approximately 10 to 50 Jlm); carrier fluids have the common characteristic of"

being dielectric, i.e. non conducting, such as various mineral, silicone, castor oils, and a

variety of other chemicals; surfactants are utilized to prevent particle flocculation; various

additives such as water, glycerin, acids and alcohol may be added to enhance the ER effect.

Typically, researchers in the ER investigative community may either synthesize

their own ER materials or procure samples from chemical companies specializing in ER

material research and development. Researchers in materials science are interested in

material composition, novel processes and synthesis, testing methodology, and of course,

material properties. Those i~ th~~ec-hanrcarengineeriiig-di-scipline-may also be interested.

in the above topics, but more commonly have particular interests in the application of these

materials in devices such as valves, dampers and shock absorbers, clutches, and engine

mounts, as well as noise and vibration control. Ultimately, the decision on whether to

purchase or to synthesize depends on ones research interests and resources.

Presently in the US, the ER materials originating from academic research

institutions are consumed specifically at the respective schools. Researchers such as

-Gamota and Filisko (1991a, 1991b, 199Ic), Conrad et al. (1991), Conrad and Sprecher

(1991), Choi et al. (1992) have utilized ER materials prepared in their own laboratories.

4



The experiments conducted included linear/nonlinear material behavior, temperature

dep~ndence, mechanical properties, and fluid composition. Commercialized ER materials

are now available in the US and abroad with LORD Corporation being one of the first to

offer their fluids to the public. Several researchers (Jordan et al., 1992; Don, 1993;

Coulter et al., 1993b; Gong et al., 1993; Yalcintas-and Coulter, 1993; Yalcintas et al.,

1993; Yen and Achorn, 1991) have utilized commercial ER materials in their research. The

details on the state of the art in ER material-related research is the subject of Section 2.4 of

the present thesis. As evident from the previously mentioned paper by Weiss et al. (1993),

the combinations of particles, base fluids, surfactants, and additives which form an ER

material are numerous. This fact coupled with numerous testing methodologies is one-of

the reasons for the ER research field's lack of a standard method and fluid. Researchers in

the cOJ.11ITlercial ~R industry (Weiss et al., 1993) believe that one of the primary barriers for

establishing commercial ER-related business has been a lack of satisfactory materials as

well as an inadequate understanding of the ER phenomenon.

1.3 ER Materials Provided by LORD Corporation

The ER materials used throughout the present thesis research were supplied by

LORD Corporation. Two types of ER fluids were used. Fluids which respond to Direct
---._' ~_. ~_ .. -

Current (DC) electric field, and-fluidswhichresp6nd t6-A.lteil1ateCurre~t(AC)electric

field of various field frequencies. These fluids are referenced throughout the thesis simply

as DC and AC fluids.

1.3.1 VersaFlo ER-200

This ER material responds to an AC electric field frequency of 500 Hertz or greater.

The material has an opaque, white appearance after mixing. According to material

specifications supplied by LORI) Corporation, a summary of the post~yield properties of

ER-200 is provided in Table 1.1.

5
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Table 1.1 Post-yield properties of LORD VersaFlo ER.200 (Ae) at 25°C

AC Electric Field
0 1.0 2.0 3.0

(kV/mm)

Dynamic Yield
50-200 200-300 900-1000 1600-2200

Stress (pa)

Bingham Viscosity .. -~

-2oo-250~-200-400 ~--250"'350~- --200-800~_
(mPa-s)

Current Density - 400-470 760-830 1200-1500
O.J..AIcm2)

-~-.~---

1.3•2 VersaFlo ER·III

According to information supplied by LORD Corporation, ER-ill is an ER material

which responds to DC electric field. The material has a dark blue appearance after mixing.

Some typical post-yield properties of this ER material are summarized in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2 Post-yield properties of LORD VersaFlo ER·III (DC) at 25°C

DC Electric Field
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0

(kV/mm)

Dynamic Yield
31 148 383 729 1326

Stress (pa)
,,, •.• ~.'._--'- <.

J~inghamViscosity·
~..-...~--; "" -- ... .. , . ..,

." ." .- ... _.~-.,-,..,-..-. ~ -

(mPa-s)
206 136 110 267 116

Current Density
- 0.8 1.1 5.8 8.5

(llAIcm2)

1.4 Potential Applications Related to the Present Research Investigation

The controllable rheological behavior of ER materials becomes useful to

engineering systems when variable system performance is desired. When such a system is

implemented with sensing and control capabilities, the result is an intelligent or adaptive

"system capable of sensing external stimuli and react according to pre-specified criteria. In

.' ., ' ". this way,.th~nptimalperformance is always.obtained.

6



Two regimes of ER material rheological behavior are generally referenced in ER

research literature: the pre-yield regime and the post-yield regime. It is believed that in the

pre-yield regime, ER materials behave ih a linear viscoelastic fashion, and the equations of

linear vjscoelasticity are.valid to describe the properties of these materials under dynamic

strain. In the post-yield, or the continuous-flow regime the Bingham Plastic

a roximation:

(1.1)

is often used. In Equation 1.1, r is the shear rate, and 'iy is the dynamic yield stress of

the ER material. The 1]p, or the plastic viscosity, is a weak function of external electric

field and is quite often assumed constant in the design of ER material based devices.

Essentially, there are two fundamental ER material/electrode interaction
.~

configuratiohSJolltid in commonly sfudiedER devices-suctras-valves-;-darnper-s-and-shock-------

absorbers, and clutches. These are generally referenced as the fixed electrode configuration

and the sliding electrode configuration-as shown in Figure 1.2(a) and (b), respectively.

Infixed electrode configuration devices, the electrodes containing the regio~ of ER fluid

flow are stationary. Flow of ER fluids in these devices is driven by the pressure gradient

which exists between the entrance and exit region of the flow area. By controlling the

voltage level on the electrodel' and therefore the electric field, variable performance of the

device is achieved. The electric field, ER material rheology, as well as device geometry are

the governing factors between the pressure gradient and flow. For sliding electrode

devices, one of the electrodes is subjected to a tangential force which results in the plate

moving with a certain velocity. In these devices, the governing factors for the performance

parameters, i.e. forceand speed of the electrode, are electric field, device geometry, and

ER material rheological properties.

7



(a)

FORCE

(b)

Figure 1.2 ER device component configurations: (a) fixed electrode and (b) sliding electrode.

1.4.1 Controllable Devices

The understanding of the two fundamental configurations mentioned above'may

lead to relationships which approximate actual ER device behavior. Utilizing the Bingham

approximation characterized by Equation 1.1, the steady-state behavior of the ER device

fixed electrode or sliding electrode-may be explicitly determined. Of the numerous ER

devices which exist in literature, the practical and potentially marketable, and therefore

well-studied examples are: dampers and shock absorbers, valves, clutches and brakes,

controllable machinery and engine mounts, and adaptive structures. A discussion on each

of these applications is given in the subsequent sections:

8



1.4.1.1 Dampers and shock absorbers

ER
MATERIAL

Many real world devices requiring the use of dampers and shock absorbers are

prime candidates for design improvements due to the controllable ER material rheology. A

diverse range of potential applications exists from off-road vehicles and helicopter struts t?

aircraft landing gear. In these applications, both the fixed and sliding electrode

configurations may be used. The primary difference exist in whether the moving piston

drives theER fluid across valve-like channels, or if the piston-which is itself an electrode,

shears the ER material contained by an adjacent stationary electrode. Illustrations for both

configurations are shown in Figure 1.3.

(a)

Figure 1.3 ER damper configurations: (a) sliding plate and (b) fixed plate.

(b)

Experimental and analytical evaluations of dampers and shock absorbers were

conducted by several researchers where the successful use of these dampers were

demonstrated. Significant and controllable variations in vibration amplitude; as well as

overall system damping were observed especially at resonant frequencies. Although certain

9



devices such as aircraft landing gear require stronger ER materials, reasonable qualitative

agreement between theory and experimentation were observed for this application.

1.4.1.2 Valves

The notion of a valve with no moving parts is an attractive one. Ask any engmeer

who is familiar with the maintenance and replacement of valves. and he or she will most

likely welcome the concept of an ER valve. Since there are no moving mechanical

components, there are no seals to deteriorate, no springs to replace, and no hinges to be

worn out. The implementation of ER valves into any fluid system, whether for pure fluid.\

handling or for control purposes should significantly reduce maintenance requirements.

The concept of an ER valve was proposed and investigated by Winslow in the

C 1940's. The basic ER valve may be as simple as the plate-shaped device shown in Figure

1.2(a), or it may be more sophisticated such as the commonly studied concentric-cylinder

valve shown in Figure 1.4. In either case, if the material flowing through the valve is

electrorheological, the flow and pressure drop through the valve may be controlled by

varying the electric field. In addition to low mainte.?~c~due to a lac.~pf.rno.vipgparts,.the.

benefits of these valves include fast response time, and minimization of fluid/valve-part

interaction effects such as water hammer and noise.
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Although ER valves are not practical for large fluid-power systems where the

"working'fluid experiencesthehriodyrianiic phase changes,-these valves have been proven

useful. Several types of controllable devices have been developed as a result of

incorporating ER valves into larger systems. Examples of such systems are controllable

shakers or vibrators. Manufacturing applications also include machine part holders and

valveless hydraulic robots-which use ER materials as the working fluid (Hartsock et al.,

1991).

1.4.1.3 Clutches and brakes

Winslow's published work (1949) also included controllable clutches and brakes.

Though the development of these devices were limited over the next three decades, they

_._.re<:~.i\'~B!pu.ch attention intheJ980's. Due Jo the.nature of the device, the sliding electrode

configuration is used. Typically either a concentric-cylinder geometry or a multiple parallel

I1



disk configuration is used, as shown in Figure 1.5. The decision on which configuration

to use depends on design input parameters such as load, op~rating temperatures, and

rotation speed.

The unique method of using an ER clutch with variable power transmission has

certain advantages. In addition to having low friction, the torque transmissioI1=--o~f=--=th=i~s_~ _

power coupling mechanism is adjustable. Namely, in order to obtain a high power

tran'smission ratio, one increases the electric field strength; if a low power transmission

ratio is needed, one decreases the field strength. The usage of ER clutches with linear

torque/applied-voltage relationship could facilitate computerization of high speed

manufacturing processes requiring variable force or torque, thereby streamlining the

process and reducing cost.

ERMATERIAL

'Caj (b)

Figure 1.5 ER clutch configurations: (a) concentric cylinder and (b) paral1el disk.

The nature of ER clutch and brake design is not without disadvantages. Attention is

needed in the design and implementation of these dev~cesin high-temperature applications.

Since temperature increases of greater than lOO·C may cause decreases in the apparent

visco.~ttC?_~c~rtainER materials (consequently ER effect diminishes), viscous heating of
~-'-'_-O-.',' :;:-.>_;;-~-::--:__

-, - "-.- ......

the fluid, and ohmic heating due to the electric field should not be ignored. Lastly in high

speed ER clutches, the centrifugal acceleration experienced by the ER particulate matter will

12



also contribute to the deterioration of the ER effect by causing fluid/particulate separation.

However, with attention in design and implementation of these unique devices, ER clutches

may serve the engineer well in industrial processes requiring variable torque transmission

and rapid response time.

1.4.1.4 Controllable machinery and engine mounts

Devices which also benefited from the incorporation of ER valve technology were

machinery and engine mounts. Traditional liquid-filled mounts were designed to have fluid

inertia track characteristics, as well as both bottom and top compliance values for the

damping of specific forces at specific frequencies. In these application-specific mounts, the

number, size and shape of the inertia tubes C1!e fixed once the design parameters are set.

But in using an ER valve as the inerti;a tube, the fluid flow between the top and bottom part

of the mount is easily regulated, thereby achieving overall mount performance control.

This concept is shown in Figure 1.6.

PRIMARY RUBBER
SPRING ELEMENT

(TOP COMPLIANCE)

ERMATERIAL

~RTIATRACK .......------~-"
CONTAINING BOTTOM
ELECTRODES COMPLIANCE

. Figu,!'l'!.lA. t\pr.QP.9s~E.ILcpntr.Q1.I@k ma~;hin.~ry.OJ:'. engi9~ mount. .
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Though the technology of ER engine and machinery mounts is still at an infancy,

analytical and experimental work conducted thus far show promise for this class of

devices. In relatively low excitation frequencies « 50 Hertz), a significant range of

contr.ollability in terms of high damping and high dynamic spring rate has been noticed by

several researchers. The overall positive control capabilities of these mounts at moderate

temperatures (0·-100· C), as well as endurance to high service-life cycles were both

proven.

1.4.2 Adaptive Structures

Since the mid 1980's, the utilization of ER materials for structural damping has

been proposed and studied. Unlike the controllable devices discussed in Section 1.4.1, the

use of ER materials for adaptive structures was thought to be based on the controllability of

the ER materials in the pre-yield region. In environments where variable structural

performance is desired, ER materials are potentially applicable due to the fast, reversible,

and controllable changes in rheological behavior which they exhibit. When a structure with

controllable stiffness and damping is combined with real-time sensing and control

capabilities, the result is an intelligent system capable of adapting to a changing

environment in the interest of performance optimization.

There are no set rules in the design and fabrication of ER adaptive structures, but

two classes of ER material based adaptive structures have been studied thus far. They are

referred to as shear configuration and extensional configuration, as shown in Figure 1.7.

In adaptive structures where the ER particulate chains undergo shear deformation, the

structures are classified as shear-configuration based. Likewise, for structures where the

chains are in compressive and tensile loading, the structures are referenced as extensional

configuration based. ER adaptive structures found in the industrial or academic research

co~uni~~s~~aybe pface-diiito one of the two:dlliislticati6ris.
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ER MATERIAL BASED ADAPTIVE BEAM
UNDER EXTERNAL EXCITATION

DETAIL VIEW
(a) OR (b)

NONCONDUCTING
SPACER

ELASTIC, CONDUCTING
MATERIAL

(a)

NONCONDUCTING
ENCASEMENT

ER PARTICULATE
CHAIN

(b)

Figure 1.7 Basic configurations of ER material based adaptive structure: (a) shear configuration and (b)
extensional configuration.
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Recently, the advent of artificial-intelligence controlled smart structures combined

with advanced stress sensing fiber optics had enabled researchers to design truly

"intelligent" structural systems. Han et al. (1994) studied the vibration response of an ER

material filled beam using fiber-optic sensors and a simple, manual control scheme. A

neural-network control scheme was used on an ER dynamic damper by Morishita and Ura

(1993) for successful vibration suppression of a monolithic cantilever b-earn.Flanders-et

al. (1994) also developed an ontogenic neural-network control system for vibration control

of an ER material based beam incorporating multiple ER based control elements under

multiple excitation sources. The key concept of a tunable ER material based composite

structure is that if the designer wishes to avoid resonance over a given frequency nmge, the

structures could be tuned by applying or removing the electric field so that the response to a

given frequency of excitation is minimized. The integration of all three research areas-ER

adaptive structural modeling, artificial-intelligence based controls, and fiber-optic

sensing-is required for the successful operation of such advanced structural systems.

Though alternate and more conventional control and sensing methods could be used, the

nature and conditions of this type of application require the utilization of advanced

techniques.

16



There are several reaso~s for employing artificial neural networks as the control

algorithm for the ER beam subjected to external disturbances. Primarily, it is because

neural networks represent non-parametric techniques for achieving arbitrarily complex

functional mappings, which could provide the core of the solution to the vibration-control

problem. Also, the variety of neural-Ile~workc~I!figllraliQn_sap(ll~arningalgorithmscould

lead to a practical, adaptive method for vibration control in increasingly complex structural

systems.

The use of ER materials for semi-active damping of the structure is heavily

dependent on the acquisition of precise and timely response from the structure in a form

convenient for processing by the control system. Several techniques were used for in-situ

measurement of the data which may be used to provide the information necessary to

evaluate the effect of ER materials on the damping of the structure. In a laboratory

environment, proximity probes may be used to monitor the structure's response. While

this is quite adequate in the lab, real-world conditions may prove this to be highly

impracilcal. Examples of this may include helicopter blade damping, aircraft body or skin

vibration damping, and damping of automobile body panels. An alternative type of sensor

that could be used are electrical strain gages attached directly to the structure. Though

strain gages can provide adequate response in both sensitivity and frequency, they are

sensitive to electromagnetic radiation. In addition to being susceptible to corrosion in a

harsh environment, there is a need for electrical connections to carry the signal out of the

structure, which also could be subject to el~ctromagnetic influen_c~. Due to the inherent

fiber-optics insensitivity to electromagnetic radiation and their ability to withstand harsh

environments, they are ideal for ER adaptive structure applications.

One such ER adaptive structure incorporating fiber-optic sensing and neural

network controls has been assembled and tested with limited success. The schematics of

. the smart structure is shown in Figure L8. Due to technical difficulties in.1he.ERrheology

part of the project-to be discussed in detail in Section 4. I-the implementation of this

17



intelligent structure has been successful only in the loy.' frequency range «SO Hertz). In

comparison, the fiber-optic sensing and the neural-network controls have been less

troublesome. However, in spite of the difficulties, the operation of such systems have

gone beyond the proof-of-concept stage. More importantly, these early experiments have

aided the researchers in identifying areas which need further attention and efforts. Thus

far, the ER-rheology part of the project has been identified as such an area; the details for

the arrival of this are the subjects of Chapters 3 and 4 of the present thesis.

FUNCTION
GENERATOR

LASER LIGHT
SOURCE

FFT ANALYZER
\

I

NEURAL-NETWORK-BASED
CONTROLS

~ ELECTROMAGNETIC
ACTUATOR

SENSING REGION

ER-FLUIDc
FILLED

COMPOSITE
BEAM,

Figure 1.8 ER material based adaptive structure with fiber-optic sensing and neural-network controls.
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1.5 Chapter Summary-Overall Focus and Structure of the Thesis

The concepts of Electrorheological (ER) materials and engineering with ER

materials were introduced. Studies of these materials have been documented since the

1940's. ER materials are a special class of colloidal suspensions of polarizable particles in
, ,

a dielectric fluid medium. The rheological properties of these unique materials change

rapidly in response to changing external electric fields. The fast response time and

controllable rheology of these materials have led to the design and study of numerous novel

applications. These applications are classified into controllable devices and adaptive

structures, the latter of which is the subject of this thesis research. Throughout this

research project, only commercial ER materials-as supplied by the manufacture-were

used in the fabrication of ER material based adaptive structures and for rheological testing.

Although considerable progress has been made recently in ER adaptive structures

with the incorporation of control and slnsing capabilities, the full implementation of such

systems has had limited success. This is due to a lack of essential and fundamental

information regarding electrorheology-as applied to vibration damping. Previous

electrorheology research, much of which has focused on the post-yield, dynamic properties

of ER materials and devices have not answered all of the questions. The present thesis

focuses on the influence of ER rheology on the behavior of ER adaptive structures in small

amplitude vibration.
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Chapter 2: ELECTRORHEOLOGICAL TESTING-STATE OF THE ART
REVIEW

2.1 Rheology-Some Introductory Concepts

Rheology is the science of the deformation and flow of matter. As stress is applied

to a body, it alters its shape or size. The body is said to flow if its degree of deformation

changes continuously with time. Ultimately, the objective of rheology is to predict the
,

forces necessary to produce a certain deformation or flow within a material.

For a viscous fluid, the application of a force, however small, will result in flow.

Moreover, the release of the force on the system will not result in the recovery of the body

to its original state. If the body under question is an elastic solid, the application of a force

will result in deformation, not flow. Upon release of the force, the body will return to the

original state. For a plastic body under force, the body will flow once a critical value is

exceeded; otherwise, the body will deform like an elastic solid. Real world materials

exhibit neither idealized viscous, nor elastic behavior. In general, a real material such as

steel or honey, will exhibit both elastic and viscous behaviors. Hence the definition of the

term "viscoelasticity."

The science of rheology has many practical uses. In many branches of industry,

the engineer or scientist is faced with the problem of designing apparatus or instruments to

handle materials which are neither elastic nor viscous. Non-Newtonian fluids and plastics

are frequently encountered in the food processing industry in the forms of pastes,

suspensions, and soft-solids. Paper pulp suspensions exhibit unusual time-dependent

effects; molten plastics also show pronounced viscoelastic behavior. Hence, rheology is

not merely a branch of applied mechanics for the mathematician or the theoretician, but

rather, abundant examples of applied rheology exist in everyday living. The understanding

of rheology as it applies to material properties and behavior shed light on practical problems

.of the present da.y, inCluding engi~eeri~g applicatio~s of ER materials.
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2.2 Theory_ of Linear Viscoelasticity

The ideal behavior of an elastic solid under tensile stress may be expressed by the

constitutive equation of the form,

(J=E£ (2.1)

where (J is the applied force per unit area, £ is the strain or relative change in length, and

E is the Young's Modulus. If the same solid is subjected to shear loading, the constitutive

equation is:

r=Gr (2.2)

where r represents shear stress, G is the shear modulus, and r is the shear strain. An

illustration of an elastic body under loading is shown in Figures 2.1.

F

F
(a)

F

(b)

Figure 2.1 Elastic body under stress, (a) tensile loading and (b) shear loading.
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The constants of proportionality E and G are a measure of the material's stiffness,

or ability to resist deformation. The linear region, i.e. the region where the ratio of the

overall stress to the overall strain on a material is independent of the magnitude of the stress

and strain, is known as the Hookean region of the material.

When an ideal viscous fluid is sheared as depicted by Figure 2.2, the constitutive

equation is:

(2.3)

. where r is the shear stress applied to the fluid and ~~ is the rate of strain (or shear rate).

The constant of proportionality, f1, is the absolute (dynamic) viscosity. An important

point that should be noted is that a fluid is said to be Newtonian if the viscosity does not

depend on the shear rate.

y

c==t========::::==::J----..,~ u

\. x

Figure 2.2 Newtonian fluid under shear.

In non-Newtonian fluids the viscosity is not constant, but rather is a function of

shear rate. A familiar example is toothpaste. Toothpaste behaves as a "fluid" when

squeezed from the tube, but it does not run out by itself when the cap is removed. There is

a yield stress above which the toothpaste "flows." Such non-Newtonian behavior may be
.... ::-_~~ .. ~ -- ..-~

.,"~ .... -- ".,'

.classified as time-dependent, or viscoelastic. Typical shear rate dependence of several
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fluids are shown in Figure 2.3. When defined in this manner, the apparent viscosity, or

ry( y) characterizes the ratio between shear stress and shear rate.

........................

......
...... ......Pseudoplastic

......

Dilatant _ - --

......

~

s:::
(1)

~ Newtonian
0..1-------..:....:..:~:...:..::.=
0..

<C

Shear Strain Rate (y> Shear Strain Rate (y>

Figure 2.3 Shear rate dependence of several materials.

Fluids in which the apparent viscosity increases with increasing shear rate are

termed dilatant (or shear thickening). Some examples include aqueous dispersions of clay

and sand. When the apparent viscosity of a fluid decreases with increasing shear rate, the

fluid is termed pseudoplastic (or shear thinning). The majority of non-Newtonian fluids

fall into this category. Familiar examples are.polymer solutions, colloidal suspensions, and

emulsions. A material such as toothpaste that behaves as a solid until the "threshold," or

yield stress Ty , is reached, and subsequently exhibits a linear relationship between stress

and shear rate is called a Bingham Plastic. Other examples of Bingham Plastics are drilling

mud, and concentrated coal slurries.

In real materials, rearrangements take place inside the material when a strain or

stress is imposed on it. The time required for the rearrangements may be very short or very

long. When changes occur so rapidly that the tim~ is negligible compared with the time of

.the experiment, the material· is regarded as purely viscous. All energy required to produce

the deformation in a purely viscous material is dissipated as heat. When the material
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rearrangements take virtually infinite time, the material is said to be purely elastic. In a

purely elastic material all of the energy required to produce deformation is stored and is

completely recovered upon removal of the force. In principle, all real world materials are

viscoelastic, i.e. energy of defonnation is partially dissipated and partially stored.

Since the material rearrangements within a viscoelastic material depend on the time

of the arraogement (i.e. neither zero nor infinite as in cases of viscous and elastic

behavior), the relation between stress and strain, or rate of strain may not be expressed by

material constants. Rather, these relationships are time and temperature dependent.

The familiar quantities of Young's Modulus (E), and Shear Modulus (G) in

Equations 2.1-2.2 are from quasi-static measurements. When cyclical motions are imposed

upon viscoelastic materials, it is more convenient to discuss the dynamic mechanical moduli

of the materials. If the applied strain varies with time in a sinusoidal fashion, the strain

may be expressed by:

(2.4)

where Yo is the strain amplitude and OJ is the angular frequency in radians/sec. The shear

rate is of course the time derivative of y, or

... ,..::.-: ,,;~,' ~ .

y= Yo OJ cos WI:

Since in an ideal elastic material there is no energy dissipated, the stress response is

T= Gy= GYosinWl:

In an ideal viscous fluid with no energy stored, the stress response is:

T= 711'
or

T = 71 Yo OJ cos OJt
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Through trigonometric identities, it may be shown that Equation 2.8 is also equal to

'f= 1]wro sin(mt+!) (2.9)

This essentially means that for an ideal elastic material, stress and strain are in phase. For

an ideal fluid, stress and strain are out of phase by 90°, or ! radians. The angle which

~tfessal1d strain are out of phase is known as the phase angle ¢. For viscoelastic

materials, the phase angle is in between zero and ninety degrees. This is shown in Figure

2.4.

Stress

Time

Figure 2.4 Stress/strain response of a viscoelastic material.

In a viscoelastic material with applied strain as expressed by Equation 2.4, the

'f = 'fo sin(mt + ¢)

After the substitution of trigonbmetricidehtities, the following equation is yielded:

'f = 'fo [sin(mt)cos(¢) + cos(mt)sin(¢)]
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This may be further separated into an elastic stress in phase with the strain expressed by

and a viscous stress in phase with the strain rate written as

'I" = 'Io sin t/J

(2.12)

(2.13)

The two stresses, r' and 'I", quantify the degree of viscoelasticity of the material. The

-
two stresses are frequently expressed in terms of complex notation as:

r = r' +i'I" (2.14)

where i is the complex number R.

The dynamic shear moduli of the viscoelastic material is obtained from dividing the

complex shear stress by the applied strain:

G*= r
r

or in complex notation:

G* =G' + i G"

where

G' =f =G* cosljJ

and

G"= f = G* sinljJ

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

G' is the storage -modulus;- which is a measure of energy stored elastically during

deformation; Gil is the loss modulus, which is a measure of the energy dissipated as heat.

Another equation widely used is:

.. G"
tan 8 =c:r
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where tan 8 is called the loss tangent and is a ratio of the two components of the complex

modulus. The two quantities-Gil and tan8 expressed by Equations 2.18 and 2.19,

respectively-are of interest for vibration damping. If these qUahtities are small for a given

vibration frequency and electric field intensity, then the damping will be small; for large

values of tan 8 and Gil, the damping will be large. Therefore, depending on the

application, an ER material with damping capabilities will be useful in vibration control

with additional benefits of controllability and instantaneous response time.

In controlled stress or controlled strain rotational rheometers, the magnitude of the

complex shear modulus G* may be obtained from Equation 2.15. In this equation, the

complex shear stress amplitude r* is obtained from torque (moment of shear stress) and

area relationships. When r* is divided by the applied shear strain amplitude Yo, which is

a measured quantity, G* is obtained. In knowing the measured phase angle ¢ between

stress and strain, the complex loss and storage moduli are obtained from Equations 2.17-

2.18.

It is critical to emphasize that the above equations represent the properties of a

viscoelastic material (polymer, emulsion, or electrorheological) in the linear region. In this

region, the complex shear modulus is a constant of proportionality of shear stress over

shear strain. Above a critical yield strain Yy, the shear moduli vary with strain. When this

occurs, the material behavior is said to be nonlinear and the equations of linear

viscoelasticity are no longer valid for the description of dynamic properties. Many

viscoelastic materials, including polymers and emulsions, behave linearly up to some Yy,

and become nonlinear at larger strains. ER materials, primarily suspensions, are believed

to behave in this linear-viscoelasticfashion-at smallstrains-,becornin!\nonlinear at strains

greater than yy.
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2.3 Significance of Pre-Yield and Post-Yield Behavior in the Application

of ER Materials

In the application of ER materials, two classifications are made. The first is

controllable devices, and the second is adaptive structures. The significance of each class

may be representative of the corresponding regimes they occupy in electrorheology.

Controllable devices such as valves, dampers, shock absorbers, and clutches are based on

the post-yield, large deformation shear behavior of ER materials. Small amplitude,

dynamic shearing of ER materials, such as would occur in adaptive structures applications,

has been assumed by many researchers to fall in the pre-yield range (Coulter, 1993a; Don,

1993; Gamota and Filisko, 1991a, 1991b, 1991c; Jordan et al., 1992). The ideal dynamic

behavior of ER materials under increasing strain amplitude is shown in Figure 2.5(a).

Transition from linear to nonlinear viscoelastic regions is represented by the deviation of

storage modulus and loss modulus from linear functions. Once the shear strain exceeds the

yield strain Yy, the equations of linear viscoelasticity no longer hold. The behavior of the

ER material is far more complex; more sophisticated theories and methods are required to

analyze material properties and behavior.
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Figure 2.5 Dynamic behavior of viscoelastic materials. (a) Shear moduli and stress versus strain, and
(b) apparent viscosity and Bingham Plastic approximation in the post-yield region.

The Bingham Plastic approximation previously described in Section 1.4 is often

used to model ER materials under continuous shear for post-yield applications. The

',: equation is listed again for convenience:

(2.20)

As it is shown in Figure 2.5(b), the shear stress of ER materials after yielding consists of

the dynamic yield stress ('ry ), and a component governed by the shear rate and the

Bingham plastic viscosity ( Tlp), which is the slope of the line. r is the applied shear rate.

It should be noted that 'ry is a strong function of electric field and Tlp is a weak function of

electric field often assumed constant in the design of controllable devices.

Within the regime of linear viscoelasticity, the storage and loss moduli are of

interest for the design and modeling of ER material based adaptive structures. These
......_, ~> ... __ ._~'-...:". ',._'_'_.:",,_._._" -,;~":,:_~.>,_-;,:::_"",,, _" _. •__ .• _ .• .___ - ~ __ . .• ---_0-- ....,_~ .-- ..,_._~.

"pr~perties are well known in the literature to be a function of electric field strength,
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temperature and excitation frequency. Though some research has been conducted on the

influence of temperature on ER material behavior (Conrad et al., 1991), the primary

concern of the present thesis research has been focused on the room-temperature behavior

and properties of these materials.

2.4 State of the Art Review

"The two primary areas of interest related to this thesis are electrorheology and ER

adaptive structures. In the area of eiectrorheology, research efforts have been completed on

many of the various aspects of ER materials such as material composition, mechanical

properties, testing methodology, temperature effects, ER mechanism modeling, and shear

strain dependence effects. A state of the art review of recent research work conducted in

electrorheology is presented in Section 2.4.1. For the ER adaptive structures area, research

interests may include vibration suppression, control and sensing, time response, and fluid

reliability and durability. A state of the art review of ER rheology as related to ER adaptive

structures is presented in Section 2.4.2.

2.4.1 Electrorheology

In Klass and Martinek's pioneering work (1967) on ER fluids, the rheological and

electrical properties of ER fluids were investigated and presented. Their ER fluids were

made of silica or calcium titanate suspended in a naphthenic carrier fluid. The authors

investigated the rheological properties of the ER fluid using a couette, continuous shear

(post-yield) apparatus that is capable of shear rates upwards of 5000 sec-I. From their

experiments, several important results were concluded: 1) Under zero field conditions, the

suspension behaved as Newtonian fluid, but when subjected to an electric field, the ER

material exhibited non-Newtonian, pseudoplastic behavior; 2) As electric field was

inc~eas~d-,th~ electrovlscous·effect also increased; and 3) Electroviscosity\vas proportional-

to the square of the field strength. A brief explanation of the ER effect was also given by
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t~e authors. The primary mechanism responsible for the effect was thought to be the

induced polarization of the double layer surrounding the particles.

The temperature dependence of the electrical properties and strength of an zeolite

particle/silicone oil ER fluid was investigated by Conrad et al. (1991). The authors used a

mechanical testi!lg machine to provide strains of up to 500 percent at a constant strain rate

of 0.085 sec-I. The temperature during testing ranged from 25-l60°C. The authors

defined yield stress as the stress at a predetermined strain and strain rate; more clearly, it is

the region where stress does not change significantly with strain. An E2 relationship was

noticed for yield stress. The authors also provided data for the dielectric constant of the ER

fluid as temperature was increased.

In Conrad and Sprecher's review paper (1991), rheology and electrical

characteristics of typical ER fluids were reviewed. The authors emphasized that yield

stress or flow stress is the shear stress at a given shear strain, strain rate, and temperature.

The relationships between yield stress and electric field, material composition, and

temperature were given. With regard to electrical properties, current density versus electric

field relationship were given. Static and dynamic structures that occur within ER fluids

were discussed. As electric field increased, the particles formed clusters "and complete

chains. Further increases in electric field strength increased the number of chains. Two

theories for the ER effect were also discussed by the authors;namely,"the'Water"Bridge-"

Theory and the Point Dipole Theory (polarization of particles).

Among the particle size effects studies completed on ER materials is the recent

paper by Coughlin and Capps (1994) on the steady shear properties. ER fluids consisted

of synthetic silica particles in silicone oil were tested on a modified Brookfield viscometer

with a couette attachment. The authors measured the ER effects using steady shear testing.

ER material apparent viscosity and'shear stress were recorded at varying shear rates and

electric field strengths. For ER materials'of varying primary particle size and composition,

the results showed that the ER effect was dependent on particle sizes.
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Attempts were made by Brooks (1993) to simplify equations used in the design of

ER material based devices. The key areas of concern involving the ER devices were

introduced as the off-state, the on-state, and the power requirement. The author

summarized, for each of the areas, benefits, problems, and conditions for ER device

design. Among the issues discussed were volume fraction, temperature, shear rate, and

electric field. The summary of the paper introduced five equations reduced from volumes

of ER material data. When these equations are used within the established limitations and

within reason, the design process for common ER devices should be simplified.

Filisko and Radzilowski (1990) proposed a mechanism for an alumino

silicate/paraffin based ER fluid which does not require water. The preparation of this ER

fluid utilized high temperature drying and thermal-vacuum mixing. The water content of

the ER fluids was determined using infrared spectroscopy. Rheological measurements

were performed using a modified Weissenberg rheogoniometer with a couette attachment.

A series of post-yield tests were performed at a steady shear rate of 45 sec-1 and at room

temperature. Apparent viscosity of the ER fluid was found to be strongly influenced by

water content. From the results, the authors concluded that the morphology and the

chemistry of the particles were responsible for the ER effect, since tests were performed in

which the water content W<l~.I.lIldetectable...

Bullough et al. (1993) examined a couette type clutch for its performance with ER

fluids of varying volume fraction. The ER fluid used was a mixture of silicone oil and

fluorolube with lithium polymethacrylate particles. The particle volume fraction range in

their tests varied from 20 to 40 percent. The authors found that in their tests, the volume

fraction of the solid had little effect on the time-dependent properties of the ER fluid,

although the shear stress did increase dramatically. Shear rates in their tests ranged from 0

to 19,000 sec-I, and torque response was investigated for a temperature range of 15 to 50

dc.
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Brooks et al. (1986) utilized shear wave propagation to investigate the viscoelastic

properties of an ER fluid consisted of lithium polymethacrylate in chlorinated hydrocarbon

oil. In this paper, results for G' and Gil as a function of applied electric field (0-600

V/mm) at various volume fractions were given. All tests were conducted using a shear

wave propagation frequency of 1200 rad/sec, or 190 Hertz. The results of their

investigation showed that the viscoelastic properties G' and Gil increased to a maximum at

approximately 300 V/mm, then decreased as electric field was further increased. This _

finding is contradictory to the generally observed E2 relationship. It should also be noted

that the fluid used in this investigation was a commercial ER fluid supplied by Laser

Engineering of London. Unlike ER researchers with materials engineering emphasis, the

authors used the fluid as obtained, instead of making the fluids themselves from

components.

The rheological behavior of ER materials was classified into three regimes by

Gamota and Filisko (l991a): pre-yield, yield, and post-yield. They claimed that in the pre

yield region, the deformation of ER materials may be interPreted using linear viscoelastic

theory,_ angJha.Ltb~ loss. and storage· moduli can be calculated. In this regime, energy

storage and dissipation properties are increased by the application of an electric field. They

reported that in the yield region, the yield stress for ER materials is a function of field

strength. Lastly, they concluded that for these ER materials, the yield regime is marked by

continuous shearing at constant rates so that flow is initiated and maintained.

Gamota and Filisko (1991b) also studied the linear/nonlinear dynamic behavior of

an alumino-silicate/paraffin oil ER material. The results were presented for tests in the 10

50 Hertz range. The authors identified that strain amplitude and electric field strength were

key factors -iffectin."g EJt"fluidrespon·se. Furthermore, yield stra.in"was found to be a

function of frequency and field strength, and yield stress was determined to be an

increasing function ofelectric field.
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Gamota and Filisko (1991c) studied the high frequency (300-400 Hertz) dynamic

response of an alumino-silicate/paraffin oil ER fluid. They identified the pre-yield region in

their tests by using elliptical hysteresis loops, and then proceeded to give dynamic moduli

and loss tangent as a function of electric field and frequency. In this room-temperature

study, a couette setup was used on a modified Rheometrics Mechanical Spectrometer with a

constant strain amplitude of 2.4%. The result of their tests indicated that the ER material

behaved as a linear viscoelastic body when subjected to a zero electric field and sinusoidal

shear strain. When electric field was increased, the shear modulus and the loss modulus

both increased steadily. The authors also presented a rheological model for the ER material

in the pre-yield region. Namely, a Zener model consisting of a spring in series with a

Kelvin model. Using this model, they were able to predict the frequency dependence of the

loss modulus at four different electric fields. In all cases, a maximum of the loss modulus

was predicted within the frequency range of interest.

Jordan et al. (1992) investigated the small strain, dynamic behavior of commercial

ER materials for field strength and strain dependence. The rheometer used in their tests

was a Rheometrics Mechanical Spectrometer with both parallel-plate and couette

geometries. The influence of electric field on volume fraction were presented in this study.

The most important results presented, however, dealt with the dependence of dynamic

moduli on strain. Specifically, they showed that the dynamic moduli was strain

independent for up to 4%. The strain frequency for the presented linear behavior was low

(ill =1 rad/sec), however. It is interesting to note that the authors remarked on the system

(rheometer) dependency of the magnitudes of G' and Gil. Nonlinear behavior was shown

for the material for parallel-plate geometry at low frequency (ill = 0.159 rad/sec) and

relatively high electric field strength (E = 2.5 kVlmm).

Yen and Achorn (1991) studied the dynamic behavior of an ER fluid consisted of a

hydrated lithium salt of poly(methyl methacrylate) in chlodnate(tpar~ff.ip.oil.. Dynarn.!c_

stresses as functions of strain were studied for various volume fractions and electric field
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strengths. No strain dependence analysis for G' and Gil was performed, but instead, the
i1

authors relied on the deviation of stress response from sinusoidal behavior for the

determination of yielding.

Thurston and Gaertner (1991) presented additional testing on the viscoelastic nature

of ER materials. A rectangular, oscillating channel flow device was utilized, and therefore

the strain level experienced by the ER materials was high. In certain cases, the authors

claimed that the ER materials stayed linear viscoelastic at strain levels in excess of 20%.

The fluids used consisted of corn starch in mineral oil.

The electrorheology of silica suspensions in silicone oil was studied by Otsubo et

al. (1992). In addition to examining the steady shear behavior of this ER fluid for varying

volume fractions, the dynamic viscoelastic response was presented. Dynamic moduli were

plotted against strain frequency for several strain amplitudes. However, the paper did not

recognize the significance of establishing the dynamic yield strain and stress. The smallest

strain amplitude (1 %) utilized in the tests was an approximation obtained from material

stress response similar to results described for Yen and Achorn (1991). If the actual

behavior of the ER materials was indeed in the nonlinear region, the reported results are

virtually meaningless. The realization of the limits of linear viscoelastic theory must

precede any frequency-dependence investigation.

Mechanisms of e1ectrorheology were reviewed briefly by Block et al. (1990), with

a specific emphasis placed on mechanisms involving dispersion polarization. The authors

tested acenequinone radical polymers (PAQRs) dispersed in silicone or partially cWorinated

, petroleum fractions for various concentrations. In addition to measuring dielectric

properties and static yield stress of their ER fluid, they also measured the dynamic

rheological properties using a commercial Carri-Med controlled-stress rheometer. The test

geometry used was a couette-type cell. Post-yield testing in this paper ranged from a shear

rate of 0-3000 sec-I. Volume fraction ranged from 15 to 20 percent. Results were
, ............,._c-._; . --. __~:'._' --- __,-~_" _
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presented for only two discrete electric fields of 1.5 and 2.0 kV/mm. Also reviewed were

theories and hypothesis for the mechanisms of electrorheology.

In Coulter et al.'s review paper (1993a), a summary of the state of art ER materials

applications was given. The paper reviewed the post-yield rheological behavior of ER

materials, as well as the equations of pressure drop and force in fixed electrode and moving

electrode configurations. Equations for ER material volume and electrical power

requirements were also given. The paper then gave a review of present accomplishments in

ER material based devices such as valves and shakers, engine mounts, clutches and brakes,

dampers, and adaptive structures. The authors clearly identified that in order to tap into the

potential ER devices market, further investigations are required to answer some

fundamental questions regarding ER materials behavior.

2.4.2 ER material based adaptive structures

An advantage of using ER materials in structural vibration damping is fast response

time. Tanaka et al. (1992) studied the stress response of a DC ER material due to step

electric field and sinusoidal strain. The stress response to step electric field in their tests

were found to be on the order of milliseconds. Hill and_Van Steenkiste (1991), and Hill et

.~l, (1992) examined the time response of an ER fluid composed of micron-sized glass

spheres in silicone oil. They found that the response time varies exponentially with

particlelfluid area ratio. The response time of these series of experiments spanned a range

of three orders of magnitude (1-1000 milliseconds). From these results, it is clear that ER

materials respond to external electric fields within seconds. These investigators also

reported the tendency of particlelfluid separation for AC electric field excitation, particularly

at low volume fractions.

Hosseini-Sianaki et al. (1992) investigated the response time of an ER fluid in a

couette type rheometer. Their results indicated the response time was on the order of tens
..-....-: ....:.

of milliseconds. Temperature and shear rate increases both contributed to the decrease of
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time response. More importantly, increasing the voltage level shortened the response time.

Though direct conclusions should not be drawn, higher voltage level (electric field) is

expected to shorten time response of ER material based structures.

Several research groups (Gandhi and Thompson, 1999, 1989, 1988; Don 1993;

Coulter et al. 1993b; Choi et al., 1992; Yalcintas et al., 1993; Yalcintas and Coulter, 1993;

Ehrgott and Masri, 1992; Wereley, 1994) have recently investigated the response of ER

material filled composite structures. Though Wereley (1994) concluded that stronger ER

materials are needed for damping of high flexural rigidity helicopter rotor blades,

significant structural damping was noticed by other researchers using less stiff elastic

layers. The damping of vibration and increases in natural frequencies of the structures

were found as a function of applied electric field. Control schemes were introduced (Han

et aI., 1994; Gong et aI., 1993; Morishita and Ura, 1993; Flanders et aI.,. 1994) which

could minimize the vibration response of these structures over a broad frequency range.

However, these control schemes assume instantaneous response, i.e. zero response time of

the ER structures to on-off states in the electric field. The previously mentioned papers

(Hill and Van Steenkiste, 1991; Hill et al., 1992) studied response time of ER fluids, not

ER material based adaptive structures. In addition, there has been a lack of literature on the

-- ,,-c~response"time·ofERfltiias--to-the removal of electric field. For successful implementation

of adaptive structures with sensing and control capabilities undergoing external excitation,

it is necessary to study the response time due to both application and removal of electric

fields. Particular attention. must be focused on high frequency-low amplitude vibration

where there is less motion.

It is well known that ER fluids, primarily suspensions, have a tendency to phase

separate over extended time. In certain applications such as high speed centrifuges and

clutches, phase separation, or the settling of the particulate in the oil, will cause a gradual

deterioration in device performance. Other researchers __(Johnson et aI., 1993) in
- . - . .- .'-~

perfoIiIlingliigh:speed clutch"tests also concluded that with post-yield devices, separation
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tests must be conducted under realistic conditions, not just with gravitational loading alone.

Boyle (1992) tested a prototype ER shock absorber for fluid durability. Successful

performance of an ER material under actual service conditions was proven. The

particle/fluid separation issue was not explicitly mentioned, but viscosity, shear stress, and

response time were found to be properties which could depend on device service life cycle.

In any adaptive structures vibrating at low frequency, high amplitude or high kinetic energy

motion could provide the agitation necessary to prevent particle/fluid separation. High

frequency vibrations, however, will have low amplitude which may not prevent

fluid/particle separation.

Energy dissipation is a significant factor in analyzing the small amplitude vibration

response of ER material based adaptive structures. Gamota and Filisco (1991 a, 1991b,

1991c) and Ehrgott and Masri (1992) utilized stress-strain hysterisis curves to investigate

the rheology of ER materials. They found that energy dissipation in the fluids is an

increasing function of strain amplitude, strain frequency, and electric field. In a composite

beam containing a viscoelastic ER fluid layer, this means that the vibration response of the

beam will depend on excitation frequency and amplitude, electric field, and location along

the beam. It should be emphasized that the viscoelastic properties of the ER layer may be

difficult to quantify since as the beam undergoes modal transitions, the displacement and

shear varies along the structure and is mode dependent. In particular, since the viscoelastic

properties of ER materials are strain amplitude dependent, the design and modeling of these

structures must not assume a beam with constant properties, unless the shear s~rain is

known to be in the linear viscoelastic range.
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2.5 Chapter Summary-Specific Objectives of the Present Investigation

An objective of the adaptive structures research group at Lehigh University is to

further the understanding of the rheology of ER materials subjected to small dynamic

strains. Specifically, the investigations performed were targeted in the commonly

referenced pre-yield region. The design and modeling of ER adaptive structures need the

rheological properties of the ER materials. Furthermore, essential information is needed in

how the rheology of these materials affect the controllability and reliability of ER adaptive

structures.

The specific objectives of this thesis research are thus summarized:

• Determine the linearity of the available commercial ER materials at small strains

(0.1 %-10% ) using a commercial rheometer. Specifically, determine the yield

strain below which the material behaves in a linear viscoelastic fashion.

• Determine the effect of strain frequency and electric field on the viscoelasticity of

the ER materials.

• Ascertain the effect of time on the reliability of ER material based adaptive

structures. Reliability in this case is defined in terms of modal frequency and

damping loss factor repeatability over time.

• Investigate the controllability (in terms of time response) of ER adaptive structures

due to the application and removal of electric field.

• Determine the overall influence of electrorheology on the vibration frequency

response of ER material based adaptive structures.
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CHAPTER 3: DYNAMIC MECHANICAL ANALYSIS

3.1 Introduction

The dynamic testing of various engineering materials will enable the engineer or the

scientist to know about the materials' behavior under oscillating loading conditions. A

common test of this nature when performed on elastic materials is the fatigue test, where

the material is loaded under dynamic, compression-tension cycles. The primary purpose of

this test is, of course, to determine how the mechanical properties and therefore service life

of the material is affected as a function of dynamic load cycles. While tests of this nature

are not usually performed on Newtonian materials, the results, when analyzed as special

cases in viscoelastic theory, will yield material viscosity.

When dynamic testing is performed on a viscoelastic material, much more

information will be obtained than in the elastic and viscous cases due to the nature of the

material. Within the linear region, an ideal elastic material deforms immediately under

stress, and recovers instantly upon the removal of stress. An ideal viscous material

deforms continuously under stress but does not recover upon the removal of stress.

Viscoelastic materials combine both of these behaviors-showing time-dependent, but

incomplete recovery. Thus, the interpretation of the dynamic testing results of viscoelastic

materials requires the equations of viscoelasticity.

Among the equations of linear viscoelasticity introduced in Section 2.2, that which

is of primary interest to the present research is the complex shear modulus, G*. Written in

complex notation:

G*=G'- + iG" (3.1)

and consists of the storage modulus, G', and loss modulus, G". As stated in Chapter 2,

and

'0' = G* cos cf>
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where ¢ is the phase angle.

G"= G* sin ¢ (3.3)

The above equations were discussed in length in Section 2.2. The emphasis here is

upon the notion that G' represents the ability of the viscoelastic material to store the energy

of deformation, and Gil repres~nts the ability of the material to dissipate the energy of

deformation as heat. The phase angle is an indication of whether the material is more solid-

like, or liquid-like.

Many commercial rheometers are available to find the viscoelastic properties of a

variety of materials such as polymers, melts, liquids, solids, and emulsions. While most

rheometers are designed for testing the viscoelastic properties of materials at frequency

ranges below 20 Hertz, the use of the time-temperature superposition principle (Sperling,

1992) allows the experimenter to find the properties at much higher or lower frequencies.

Depending on the physical form of the sample material, e.g. solid, liquid, or pastes,

several testing geometries may be utilized in stress/strain rheometers. Regardless of the

geometry utilized and the form of the sample, however, oscillatory loading is imposed on

the sample and the corresponding force response is recorded as a function of time. These

dynamic stress-strain responses are monitored as a func!iQ!LQffrequency.. (temperature),
...~-----_'_"<- . ...~.... ~..'<-,--~. _ ....,_._._..-.~....---

and in the case of ER materials: electric field intensity. Much useful information is

provided when these dynamic stress-strain responses are presented in terms of G*, G',

Gil, and tan 8.

Abundant applications of dynamic mechanical analysis exist. In the field of

polymer science and engineering, dynamic testing allows the researcher to evaluate

. "miscibility~'in- polymer-blends. Through.this. method, the -service temperature of the

polymers could be determined, as well as the detection of the onset of molecular motion.

Lastly, the utilization of dynamic mechanical analysis allows the characterization of
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viscoelastic behavior, thereby permitting the researcher to determine the applicability of a

material for vibration damping.

3.2 Significance of Yield Strain Related to ER Material Based Adaptive

Structures

The equations of linear viscoelasticity introduced in Section 2.2 are relevant in

analyzing the small amplitude vibration of ER material based structures. When applied to

viscoelastic materials, these equations become a powerful tool for the characterization of

material behavior and properties. However, as discussed previously, these equations are

valid within the bound established by the yield strain,yy. For a viscoelastic material, the

dynamic moduli as a function of strain frequency and temperature are described by these

equations. Outside of Yy, the dynamic properties are no longer simple functions of stress,

and the material is said to exhibit nonlinear behavior. More sophisticated techniques are

needed for the analysis of nonlinear behavior.

When an elastic or an ER composite beam undergoes transverse vibration, strain

amplitude is a function of location along the structure, as shown in Figure 3.1. As this

structure undergoes modal transition, the strain amplitude continues to change according to

the mode shapes and location along the longitudinal axis. It was anticipated that the ER

material contained in the composite beam under sinusoidal, small strains will be in the

linear range. In the modeling of these structures, therefore, the controllable dynamic

moduli of the ER fluid layer will be influenced by excitation frequency, temperature, and of

course, electric field strength.
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Figure 3.1 Strain variation of a simply-supported beam under transverse vibration.

x

When the ER adaptive structures are under high frequency-low ~plitude vibration,

the ER material may be in the linear range since strain will be small everywhere along the

beam. But discretion is needed in the modeling of ER adaptive structures under low

frequency-high amplitude vibration since strain is large under these conditions. If the strain

is large enough to exceed Yy, the behavior of the ER material layer will be nonlinear; its

dynamic properties could not be described by linear equations. In this case, the assumption

of a damping layer with uniform rheological properties would be erroneous.

The design and modeling of an ER adaptive beam with a nonuniform damping layer

would be a challenging task. But should linear viscoelastic behavior be observed for the

ER materials, especially if Yy is found to be relatively high (1-10%), then the modeling

task at hand would be significantly simplified.

The fundamental understanding of the vibrational behavior of ER material based

structures starts from the knowledge of whether or not the ER materials behave linearly.

Ultimately, ER rheology governs the dynamic behavior of these structures.

3.3 Experimental Apparatus and Procedures

..."_J.(.l;1eqtogi~gL~xpe.J:"iments were conducted on a Rheometri~~ RP.b.JL.rheometec_.,

. ."equippedwith an.ERtesting·option; Several geometries ate available for the testing of

various materials, e.g. couette cup and bob, cone and plate, parallel plate, and rectangular
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torsion. The utilization of various geometries allows the experimenter to test solids,

liquids, melts, and pastes.

Since the present objectives included the determination of yield strain for ER

materials, strain-sweep tests were needed. Prior to the actual testing of ER materials,

testing of other materials was performed. Poly(dimethyl siloxane), or PDMS, is a linear

viscoelastic material used by Rheometrics Inc. for the calibration of its rheometers. S-8000

oil is a viscous material standard manufactured by The Cannon Instrument Company for

the calibration of viscometers and rheometers. Strain sweeps were performed on both of

these materials to verify that PDMS and S-8000 oil were indeed linear viscoelastic and

viscous, respectively, and that the rheometer was functioning properly.

The testing of PDMS utilized the parallel-plate geometry with a diameter of 25 mm.

After pre-heating the parallel plates to 30·C, the sample was placed between the plates. The

sample was trimmed and the plates were brought together so that a 2.0 mm-thick sample

was fofmed:-ATIne completion of sample10ading andtrnnnung,-me-PDMS had a bowed

appearance at the plate edges. Upon completion of preparatory procedures, the control

computer provided motor input which produced strain, and the resultant output torque was

fed back to the computer-where the raw data was processed and analyzed. The strain

range investigated was from 0.1 to 100 percent. The parallel-plate geometry and the

instrumentation utilized are shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram of the Rheometries RDA II Dynamic Analyzer with parallel-plate
geometry.

The instrumentation schematic used for ER materials testing is shown in Figure

3.3. The objective was to "first perform strain sweeps to fina Yy onnirER materfals at"·

discrete values of electric field. Following this, a secondary objective was to perform

testing at strain levels below Yy and obtain the storage--,mltloss"moduli-for strain

frequencies of interest, e.g. 10, 15 Hertz. When shearing the ER materials, care was taken
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to choose the rheometer testing geometry which will provide both uniform electric field and

uniform shear rate throughout the sample. Unlike parallel plate and cone and plate

geometries, the shear rate and electric field in the couette geometry is everywhere uniform,

therefore it was used in the present experiment. The ER materials, after mixing and

desiccation, were placed in the couette cup. The diameter and length of the couette bob

were 25 mm and 32 mrn, respectively, and the inner diameter of the couette cup was 27

mm. A sample thickness of 1 mrn was formed. Since the yield strain of the ER materials

is expected to be low (Don, 1993; Jordan et aI., 1992), strain sweeps were performed from

approximately 0.1 to 10 percent.
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Figure 3.3 Schematic diagram of the Rheometries RDA IT Dynamic Analyzer with ER testing option.
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Strain sweeps of S-8000 oil were performed using the couette cup and bob

geometry previously described. The strain range investigated for this highly viscous

material was from approximately 1 to 100 percent. The instrumentation used was identical

to that shown in Figure 3.3, except the high voltage amplifier remained disconnected.

3 .4 ResulIs- and Discussion

The results of the rheological experiments performed are presented in the

subsequent sections. First, the results of strain sweeps performed for the S-8000 oil is

presented in Section 3.4.1. In Section 3.4.2, the strain sweeps for the PDMS is presented

and analyzed. In Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4, the results of strain sweeps (linearity analysis)

for the AC, and for the DC ER materials are presented, respectively.

3.4.1 Newtonian material

From Figure 3.4(a), it may be observed that the S-8000 oil is indeed a highly

viscous material. The G' values were less than one Pa (actual average value was 0.53 Pa)

and exhibited a decreasing trend as strain was increased. Gil values on the other hand,

were high and remained constant as strain was increased. The average loss modulus for

the strain range investigated was 160 Pa. In Figure 3.4(b), it may be observed that the

phase angle was approximately 90 degrees (actual average value was 89.8 degrees), and is

strain invariant. As previously discussed, all real-world materials will exhibit elastic and

viscous responses. The phase angle of 0 degrees for the elastic material, and 90 degrees

for the viscous material are only ideal cases, as demonstrated presently.

,~. '~ .. '. ..-" , .,,;...,-,-..-.......:..:. ...-
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The dynamic shear stress versus shear strain for the S-8000 oil is also shown in

Figure 3A(b). As may be observed from the figure, the shear stress exhibited a continued

linear increase. up to 100 percent strain, with no indication of yielding. Since this is a

highly viscous material, yielding does not apply in the same sense as a viscoelastic

material. Rather, through complex viscosity relationships (Sperling, 1992), it may be

shown that for low, fixed frequency tests, e.g. one Hertz, the dynamic shear stress versus

shear strain curve is comparable to a stress versus shear rate curve such as those described

in Section 2.2. Comparing the Newtonian curve of Figure 2.3 with the shear stress curve

of Figure 3A(b), it may be concluded that the 5-8000 oil closely approximates ideal

Newtonian behavior, and under the strain range investigated, does not deviate from it. The

utilization of the RDA IT as a viscometer was thus established.

3.4.2 Linear viscoelastic material

The results of PDMS rheological studies are presented in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. In

these Figures, the rheological properties (G', G", or 0/) as a function of strain are plotted

for five discrete excitation frequencies (0.1,1,5,10, and 16 Hertz). The objective was to

show the linear viscoelastic behavior of the PDMS by examining the effects of strain and

frequency on rheological properties of)nterest.

Observe that in Figures 3.5(a) and (b), both the storage and loss moduli exhibited

linear viscoelastic behavior. That is, both G' and G" remained strain invariant up to some

critical yield strain. The G' data started to deviate from a linear relationship at

approximately 24% strain. Likewise, the yield strain determined from G" was consistently

observed at approximately 27%. Also, from these two Figures, the rheological properties

of the PDMS can be clearly observed to be a function of frequency. As excitation

frequency was increased, both storage and loss moduli exhibited an increasing trend.
--' • '. _. r ~.I. -..;._~. ~ -; __" __.,.. _.~: "" ... :' •. _ ".".

However, the relationship between the dynamic properties and frequency. should be

investigated separately using a frequency sweep. ,
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Figure 3.5 Strain sweep of PDMS at 30°C. (a) Storage modulus and (b) loss modulus.
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In Figure 3.6Ja), the phase angle as a function of strain and frequency is shown.

The material is viscoelastic (0°< ¢<900). For low frequencies (0.1 and 1 Hertz), ¢

remained relatively strain invariant, the material did not become more viscous nor more

e~asti(; at higher strains. However, at frequencies of 5 Hertz and above, the phase angle

started to increase towards 90 degrees at a strain of 38%-which was an indication of the

onset of molecular motion, i.e. the material hacLbecome---more-viscous:-The general

downward shift of the phase angle indicated that at high frequencies, the material had

become more elastic. In other words, as the material was being sheared at faster rates, the

polymer chains did not have time to start the yielding, or flow process. Therefore, overall

the material was shown to have become more solid-like at higher excitation frequencies.

In addition to being an increasing function of frequency, it can be observed from

Figure 3.6(b) that the shear stress ofPDMS started to show yielding at approximately 60%

strain. This did not correspond well with the storage and loss moduli's deviation from

linear relationships at 24% and 27% strain, respect~vely. The interpretation of this is that

shear stress is not as reliable as the dynamic moduli in determining the linearity of the

viscoelastic materials; a more detailed explanation follows in Section 3.4.4. The

combination of yielding shown by the shear stress and the strain dependence of dynamic

moduli are indicative of the material's transition from linear viscoelastic to nonlinear

viscoelastic behavior.

It should be emphasized that the linear behavior exhibited by the PDMS is an

exception rather than the rule. Also, the simple linear relationships shown in Figures 3.5

and 3.6 should not be expected 'without research for other materials such as polymers,

emulsions, and collQids. However, through the course of this thesis research, rheological

experiments were conducted on Prell Shampoo-an emulsion-which also exhibited linear

viscoelastic behavior comparable to that of the PDMS. Though technically not a material

standard, Prell-Shampoo is used by PenKem, Inc. of Bedford Hills; New York" for

calibration of its rheometers. _',. _',' ._ '_. _
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3.4.3 AC ER material

Strain sweeps were performed on the AC ER~material at small strain levels~to find

the yield strain, or the limit of validity of linear viscoelastic theory. Though experimental

work was conducted for several electric field intensities, an emphasis was focused on a

relatively high field level of 3 kV(rrns)/mm. This was because the ER effect was strongest

at this electric field level. . For an applied electric field of 3 kV(rms)/mm, results are

presented for 1, 5, 10, and 16 Hertz in Figures 3.7 and 3.8.. If the material is linear

viscoelastic, it is likely that it will be so at lower frequencies, similar to the results (Figure

3.5(a) and (b)) presented for PDMS. Since high excitation frequency did affect viscoelastic

properties, it was anticipated that the testing of ER materials in the low frequency range (1

5 Hertz) would reveal linear behavior.

From Figure 3.7(a) and (b), it can be observed that, unlike PDMS, the behavior of

ER-200 is clearly nonlinear, i.e. G t and G" are strain dependent. Therefore, the yield

strain-if it exists for the material-is less than 0.1 %. Observe that even at 5 Hertz and 1

Hertz, the material is still nonlinear. Since the material is nonlinear, the linear viscoelastic

equations may not be used. It becomes necessary to differentiate linear properties from

their: nonlinear counterpart. The nonlinear storage modulus will therefore be referred to as

an; the nonlinear loss" modulus will be designated as G~; the total complex nonlinear

shear modulus will be defined as G~.

Also it can be observed from Figure 3.7(a) and (b) that at 0.1 % strain, an and G~

values were approximately equal. As the strain level was increased, however, the relative

contributions of an and G~ in the total G~ differed. Specifically, G~ was found to be

larger than an at a strain level of near 10%. This of course means that if this ER material

is utilized for damping, its overall damping capability changes with the magnitude of

applied shear strain.
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The viscoelastic nature of the ER-200 may be clearly observed from Figure 3.8(a),

in which the phase angle is plotted as a function of strain amplitude. Unlike the viscous S

8000 oil, which has a phase angle of nearly 90 degrees and is strain invariant, the phase

angle for the ER-200 varies with strain. The viscous nature of this material in the strain

range investigated is evident from the predominantly high phase angle values, i.e. >45

degrees as strain amplitude is continually increased. While the effect of frequency on the

degree of viscoelasticity (in terms of ¢) could not be clearly established from Figure

3.8(a), it could be seen from this Figure that the phase angle reached a plateau of

approximately 60 degrees at 1% strain. Further increases in strain induced flow-like

behavior in the material as seen from the data trend towards 90 degrees. This plateau of the

phase angle and the lack of a trend with frequency modification support the nonlinear

results of Figures 3.7(a)-(b). Similar unclear frequency dependency of shear stress was

also observed, as shown in Figure 3.8(b). In summary, none of the results for the AC ER

material indicated yielding similar in nature to that of Figure 3.6(b) for the PDMS.

It was anticipated that at an electric field level of 3 kV(rms)/mm and at low

frequencies of 1 and 5 Hertz the ER material would exhibit linear behavior. Since this was

found to be untrue and the behavior at all frequencies investigated was nonlinear, the

subsequent determination of the rheological properties as a function of electric field was

only performed for a frequency of one Hertz.
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The resultant observed nonlinear storage9Pd loss moduli are presented in Figure

3.9(a) and (b). It can be seen that both the nonlinear storage and loss moduli were found to

be highly dependent on the strength of the electric field. For example, in Figure 3.9(a), in

the absence of electric field and at 0.1 % strain, Gn was found to be 320 Pa; while for

approximately the same strain amplitude and an electric field of 3 kV(rms)/mm, Gn was

found to be 95,000 Pa.

Likewise, for the nonlinear loss modulus at a strain level of about 0.1 %, the G~

value was 610 Pa at zero electric field, and was 107,000 Pa for an electric field of 3

KV(rms)/mm. Such pronounced differences in rheological properties as electric field is

intensified exemplify the uniqueness of this class of materials. Unfortunately, at the same

time the nonlinear behavior of these materials poses new challenges in understanding the

material mechanical properties as a function of frequency and electric field strength.

As discussed previously, the phase angle is useful since it relates to the degree of

material viscoelasticity. The viscoelastic nature of ER-200 is shown in Figure 3.10(a).

The general data trend exhibited is that the phase angle decreased at higher electric field

levels, i.e. the material became slightly more elastic. As strain amplitude increased,

however, the phase angle approached 90 degrees. In addition, it should be noted that at a

strain level of about 0.1 %, the minimum phase angle was still above 40 degrees. This

again suggests that this ER material is primarily viscous in nature, as supported by a

comparison of the relative magnitudes of Gn and G~ (Figure 3.9(a) and (b)).

An examination of the shear stress in Figure 3.1O(b) does not reveal much new

information. One sees that shear stress increased as electric field was strengthened due to

the increased ER material complex moduli. The shear stress data showed no yielding,

which supports the findings concluded from the phase angle results.
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In summary, the rheological behavior and properties of the AC ER material were

found. The small strain behavior was found to be nonlinear viscoelastic, i.e. strain

dependent, even at low excitation frequency and high electric field strength. For this

material, the rheological properties (Gn, G~,' and ¢) are indeed functions of strain

frequency. It was also shown that these rheological properties are strongly influenced by

electric field intensity; as much as three decades of differences in magnitude were observed

for this material between the zero and high-intensity electric fields.

3.4.4 DC ER material

For the DC ER material, essentially the same linearity analysis was performed.

Namely, at a high electric field setting (3 kV/mm), strain sweeps were performed at four

strain frequencies (1, 5, 10, 16 Hertz). Then the tests were repeated, but strain frequency

was held constant at 1 Hertz, and electric field intensity was varied. It should be noted that

although the previous AC electric field level mentioned in Section 3.4.3 may have the same

numerical value as that of DC fields, e.g. 3 kV(rms)/mm versus 3 kV/mm, the two fields

are not equivalent. In AC electric fields, the voltage varies with time in a sinusoidal

fashion, whereas in the DC field case, an offset and time-invariant voltage is applied.

Since the instrumentation was designed to give AC field rea.9:i~g~.tnJ9.QJ-JIlean-:square-~._._·

(rms) values, all AC fields utilized in this thesis research were referred to in terms ofroot-

mean-square values. Of course, an AC field of 3 kV(rms)/mm does not equal a DC field of

3 kV/mm, but electric field levels of these intensities are considered quite high for the

respective ER materials. Therefore, the comparisons of rheological properties between AC

and DC electric fields are qualitative in nature.

In Figure 3.11(a) and (b), the nonlinear behavior for both the storage and loss

moduli of the DC material is presented. All measured quantities, therefore, are more

pn~ciseJY known as Gn and G~. As with the ER-200, eyenat.a.1QwstriUi),[reql.lenGyof 1

Hertz and high electric field of 3 kVlmm;the materialstilFbehaved non-linearly.
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Excluding the aberrant 10 Hertz results, a comparison of Figures 3.1 1(a) and (b)

with Figures 3.7(a) and (b) yields the following observation: In the frequency range

investigated, the DC rheological properties are less frequency dependent than those of the

AC material. This may be seen from the smaller data spread over the frequency range

investigated. It should be understood that the frequency range tested was considered low

and narrow, and in order to further investigate Gn and G~ dependence on frequency, the

upper limit of frequency (16 Hertz) should be increased. Should the DC material properties

be found to be frequency independent, the design and implementation of DC ER adaptive

structures would be made considerably easier. But most likely, the results are simply

identifying the limitations of the present setup to test for frequency dependence of ER-III.

From Figures 3.12(a) and 3.8(a), profound differences between and DC and AC

ER materials can be noticed. For comparatively high electric fields, much more elastic

behavior was seen for the DC than the AC ER material. Specifically, observe in Figure

3.12(a) that at a strain of 0.1 %, the phase angle for the four frequencies tested were

approximately 20 degrees. For the AC material presented in Figure 3.8(a), the phase

angles were 40 degrees and above. This means that at small strains, the DC ER material

behaves much more elastically than the AC ER material. But this of course also means that

the AC material has higher viscous damping capabilities than its DC counterpart. Note that

the plateau region seen in Figure 3.8(a) does not exist in Figure 3.12(a), i.e. the

viscoelastic transition of the DC material is less complicated than the AC material. Also

from Figure 3.12(a), the ideal case of yielding was not observed, i.e. at no point was there

a sudden transition in phase angle from near 0 to 90 degrees.
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The lack of yielding described for the phase angle is further supported by the shear

stress/strain curves of Figure 3.12(b) where true yielding of the material was not observed.

Yielding would have been exhibited by a maximization followed by a rapid decrease of

stress as the strain amplitude level was increased. In Figure 3.12(b) however, the data

does show a more pronounced frequency dependence as compared to Figures 3.11(a) and

(b)-excluding the aberrant 10 Hertz results..

A fine point should be raised regarding the reliability of using shear stress as an

indicator of linear/nonlinear viscoelastic behavior. In shear strain tests of this nature, the

governing equation is

r* = G*y (3.4)

as first introduced in Section 2.2. According to the theory of linear viscoelasticity, in the

linear region, G* is constant up to some critical strain, yy. Essentially what this means is

that if one increases y, the measured shear stress must increase proportionally to keep G*

constant. Likewise, decreases in stress must proportionally match decreases in strain.

Therefore, even though pre-yield and post-yield regions are indeed synonymous with linear

and nonlinear viscoelastic behavior, examination of r* alone may not be reliable, since r
as written in Equation 3.4 includes G*. Thus in terms of a reliable indicator of .. _

, .. -----' -~,- ~-_ .... __ .~_ .... ".,_ ...

linear/nonlinear behavior of avlscoelastic'm~te~i~i,-Equation3.4 should first be solved for

G* in terms of r* and y. Then, from the measured shear strains and stresses, G* should

be obtained and plotted against corresponding y's. If the G* values are strain

independent, the material is linear; otherwise, if G* depends on strain, the material is

nonlinear. Another important point to be made regarding the theory of linear viscoelasticity

is that within the linear region, dynamic moduli are a function of only temperature and

excitation frequency. Specifically for ER materials at room temperature,dynamicmoduli ---

-"'sBotIldonly-be runc1fons· of external electdCfielcLand-~xcitaUon frequency in=-orderfor

linear viscoelastic theory to apply.
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As was done with ER-200, strain sweeps for the DC material were performed at a

high electric field strength throughout the frequency range of the RDA II. Since even at

low frequencies, the behavior was seen to be nonlinear, the nonlinear rheological properties

will .be presented as a function of electric field strength for one Hertz. Rheological

properties as functions of strain and electric field are presented in Figures 3.13 and 3.14.

In Figures 3.13(a) and (b), Gn and G~ of ER-III are seen to be strongly

influenced by electric field strength. As much as four decades of differences in the

dynamic moduli were observed between field strengths of 0 and 3 kV/mm. Although for

the ER-200, this electric field dependency was also noticed, significant differences were

observed for the overall composition of G~ of the two materials. As discussed in Section

3.4;3, G~ of ER-200 dominated over Gn, and the material behavior was predominantly

viscous. However, for ER-III, Gn could be seen from Figures 3.13(a) and (b) to be

significantly larger than G~ at a strain of approximately 0.1 %. A higher contribution of

Gn to the overall G~ is equivalent to a predominantly elastic behavior of the material.

Notice that at a strain of nearly 10%, a cross-over occurred and G~ became greater than

Gn ; thus for this material, damping capabilities improved at larger strain amplitudes.

Supportingthe'<ibove'mentioned damping capabilities of ER-III is the phase angle

versus strain curve of Figure 3.14(a), where ¢J values started in the elastic region «45

degrees) and approached the viscous region (90 degrees) smoothly. In general, increases

in electric field strength were marked by the material's exhibition of more solid-like

behavior, i.e. the downward shift of phase angle curves. This smooth approach to the

flow region was accompanied by a lack of yielding of Figure 3.14(b), though the

dependence of shear stress on electric field could be easily identified. And once again, the

emphasis of the ER material behavioral linearity should be placed upon the strain

dependence of the~dynarnic,modulijnotonthe yielding of shear stresses.
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3.5 Chapter Summary

The viscoelasticity of several materials was investigated under increasing strains.

For the highly viscous S-8000 oil, it was proven that the rheometer was functioning

properly as a viscometer. Strain sweeps performed showed that the material was

Newtonian; l1iRh Gil and yery low G' values were consistently observed;-Also established-

was the validity of using the stress/strain phase angle as an indicator of material

viscoelasticity. For a highly viscous fluid such as the S-8000 oil, the ¢J value should be

slightly less than 90 degrees, as it was proven to be in Section 3.4.1.

PDMS-a linear viscoelastic material-was tested for its dynamic moduli at

increasing strain amplitudes. It was found that for this material, a critical strain, or yield

strain Yy did indeed exist below which G' and Gil both stayed strain invariant, i.e. linear

viscoelastic. Also important is the realization that Yy is influenced by the strain frequency.

For this material, Yy decreased as strain frequency increased. The usefulness of the phase

angle in establishing the degree of viscoelasticity was also discussed. In addition to the

benefits of using ¢J to indicate deviation from linear behavior, the material properties

(whether solid-like or liquid-like) as a function of frequency is shown clearly by the phase

angle. As discussed previously, the ideal elastic material has a stress/strain phase angle of

odegrees; the ideal viscous material has a phase angle of 90 degrees. The procedures and
,

utilization of the RDA II for the testing of linear viscoelastic materials have been established

at the completion of the PDMS experiments.

Both AC and DC ER materials were shown to have behaved in a nonlinear

viscoelastic manner. At the smallest obtainable strain output of the rheometer with a couette

attachment (approximately 0.1 % strain), the materials were found to be strain dependent.

Yield strains, if they exist at all, were smaller than 0.1 %. It is certainly possible that the

ER materials are linear at strain frequencies of smaller than one Hertz. But unfortunately,

,·ljmi.ted~n.':IIAber:s:ofr~<).kw~~ldyn~inee~it.lgapplications ofER materials exisHnthese low 

frequency ranges. From other evidence shown by the gathered data, the rheological
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properties of these materials were found to be highly dependent on electric field strength

and moderately dependent on strain frequency.

Alternative experimental or analytical methods are needed to find the yield strains of

these behaviorally complex materials. Rheometers capable of outputting minute, dynamic

strains of less than 0.1 % strain are needed; this type of rheometer will most likely need

special design and will not be a commercialized product like the Rheometries RDA II.

However, the evidencepresented in Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 indicated that the behavior of

these materials was quite complex and was highly nonlinear. It is doubtful that a rheometer

capable of smaller than 0.1 % will be sufficient in solving the present linearity problem.

Instead, other methods should be employed to analyze and model the behavior and

properties of this unique class of colloidal suspensions under sinusoidal strain.
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CHAPTER 4: RELIABILITY AND CONTROLLABILITY OF ER
MATERIAL BASED ADAPTIVE STRUCTURES

4.1 Introduction

In 'Section 2.5, the purpose of the present investigation was first introduced;

namely, to ascertain the utility of ER materials for structural-vibration damping. While ER

rheology is certainly a subject worthy of intensive research efforts, there are benefits when

a rheologist performs research using actual adaptive structures. The most important reason

is that with the background and understanding of the relationship between stress and

deformation of matter, a rheologist is able to explain how material properties affect the

vibration response of these adaptive structures. Indeed, the design and modeling, as well

as the understanding of these advanced structures require an in-depth knowledge of ER

material viscoelasticity.

Several technical challenges were encountered during the early phases of the Lehigh

University-U .S. Army Adaptive Structures research project with which the current

investigation was affiliated. During the start-up phase of the project, several ER adaptive

beams with fiber-optic sensors were tested using neural-network controls. Frequency

sweeps in the moderate range (1-200 Hertz) were performed on these structures at various

electric field settings. The information obtained from these tests were utilized to

successfully train neural-network controllers. However, after the neural network was

trained and the frequency sweeps repeated on the structures, two problems were apparent

with the neural-network controlled behavior. These problems are illustrated by the results

shown in Figure 4.1.

'In'Figure 4.1, the displacement response of a location on a vibrating ER material

based adaptive beam is plotted as a function of vibration frequency. Two of the curves

_ included are for constant applIed electric field levelsof a and 2.5 kV/mm, respectively.

The third curve represents the response observed when a neural..:nefwork controller-

trained to determine and apply optimum electric field levels for minimized vibration
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response at each frequency-was used in an effort to demonstrate a truly "smart" ER

material based adaptive structure. Id~ally the resultant displacement response curve

obtained using the neural-network controller would be below the other two constant electric

field curves for all frequencies. As can be observed in Figure 4.1, such was not the case.
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Figure 4.1 Comparison of neural-network-control response to control-free response of an ER adaptive
beam,

The foremost problem encountered was as follows. For vibration frequencies less

than 30 Hertz, the optimum electric field for vibration amplitude minimization was 2.5

kV/mm. The··neural-network controller successfully applied this electric field level at all

vibration frequencies less than 20 Hertz. As can be seen, the results were satisfactory.

. Between 20 and 30Hertz, the nellral network in~ppropriately applied a zero'electriC fidei:'
.• ,..~ ,.....4·~7~ ...'~:.,.-:":".-:- 7.-'; -..;,' 7 ::-._ -~_. --- ~~:':'.r~·::"'_:';·~~· . '-"-- .-- ~----

ancf'as can be seen the structur~ responded at the corresponding zero-field level. The

application of this "non-optimal" electric field level over the 20 to 30 Hertz range served to
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test the ability of the adaptive structure to switch between on and off states in this frequency

range. In the higher frequency range of from 45 to 90 Hertz, the optimum field needed for

vibration minimization was 0 kV/mm. As the structural excitation frequency was increased

steadily in a swept-sine fashion, the neural-network controller did indeed remove the

applied electric field at 45 Hertz. It can be observed from Figure 4.1, however, that the

neural-network response did not follow the electric field "off' cUrVeTmediately, but a

delay in the adaptive structure adjustment to the new "off' field level could be seen.

As a result of experiments such as this, the following observation was made: the

ER adaptive beam worked quite well for low frequency-large amplitude vibrations, but the

beams failed to respond immediately to off states in electric field-especially during high

frequency-small amplitude vibration. The controllability of these adaptive structures was,

therefore, questioned for the first time. It was postulated that for this ER material (LORD

ER-III) under small amplitude-high frequency shear deformation, perhaps the millisecond

response time so often alluded to in literature simply did not apply.

A second potential problem can also be identified by looking at the results shown in

Figure 4.1. Observe that, as mentioned previously, at approximately 20 Hertz the neural-

network response returned to zero-field. For optimized vibration reduction, however, the

switching off of electric field should have occurred at 30 Hertz. The neural network

switched off early in this particular case. However, several days before the data presented

in Figure 4.1 was collected, the neural network was trained using the same beam. The

optimum electric field at 20 Hertz for vibration minimization during the training period was

indeed 0 kV/mm. Changes in the ER material based adaptive structure must have occurred

which led to the early switch off of electric field by the neural network. Consequently, the

long-term reliability of these ER structures was questioned.

The controllability and reliability problems described above prevented the

successflil implernenlation of a trultintellige~isiructural system such as shown inFigure'

1.8. Fundamental questions regarding ER beam time res20nse and reliability needed to be
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addressed. Therefore, ER material based beams were built, and experimental procedures

were formulated to find answers to these questions.

4.2 Construction of ER Material Based Adaptive Beams

___ ]'h~ EIL1;andwich beam utilized--in this investigation was based on a-sheai- 

configuration. Two aluminum plates of length 381 mm, width 25.4 mm, and thickness

0.76 mm were used as the two outer layers of the total composite structure. The two plates

were separated by one millimeter thick polycarbonate-spacers to ensure uniform ER

material thickness. The beam was sealed on all sides with a thin latex material. The ER

fluid, after mixing and desiccation, was injected into the beam. Wires were bonded to the

surface of the aluminum plates for connection to the high voltage power amplifier. A

diagram of the beam configuration utilized is shown in Figure 4.2. Through the course of

this thesis study, two separate ER material based beams were constructed. The beams

were identical except one was filled with the AC ER material (LORD ER-200), and the

other was filled with the DC ER material (LORD ER-Ill).
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Figure 4.2 Basic components of an ER material based adaptive structure.

4.3 Experimental Setup

The instrumentation used in both the reliability and time response studies is shown

in Figure 4.3. An Ono Sokki CF-920 FFT Analyzer with a built-in function generator was

used to analyze captured data both in the time and frequency domain. The built-in function

generator provided the input signal for the electromagnetic actuator used to excite the

structure. A Bentley Nevada Series 7200 Proximity Sensor provided displacement data of

the beam. For AC ER fluids, a B&K-Precision Model 3022 SweeplFunctionGenerator

provided the input AC signal to the TREK Model 609C-6 high voltage amplifier. For DC

ER fluids, an HP Model E3611A DC Power Supply provided the needed DC voltage to the

TREK. Output of the amplifier was monitored using a Fluke Model 87 digital multimeter.

For all cases considered, the beam under investigation was set up on a test bench which

was designed to isolate external disturbances.
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Figure 4.3 Experimental setup of ER adaptive structure reliability and controllability investigations.

4.4 Experimental Procedures

Since the reliability and controllability of the ER adaptive structures were two

separate problems, experimental procedures were devised for each. The reliability testing

procedures are described in Section 4.4.1 and the controllability testing procedures are

described in Section 4.4.2.
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4.4.1 Reliability

In the ER adaptive beam reliability analysis, the vibration response of the structures

was studied over a period of three weeks. Data was taken on an average of once every 70

hours for the AC structure, and once every 100 hours for the DC structure. The test

consisted of providliig~asiI£wave-of incfeasing-frequency (0-'250 Hertz) to the

electromagnetic actuator and observing the frequency response of the structure at each

discrete electric field setting. A typical frequency response of an ER material based

structure is shown in Figure 4.4 for a discrete value of electric field Ei. As the electric field

changes, the curve shifts due to changing ER material complex moduli. The objective of

the test was to determine, as a function of time, the reliability of modal frequencies and loss

factors at various applied electric field intensities. All tests performed on the AC structure

utilized an applied AC frequency of 600 Hertz and an electric field of 0-1500 V(rms)/mm in

increments of 500 V(rms)/mm. Electric fields of 0-3000 V/mm in increments of 1000

V/mm were used on the DC structure.

.' ,--,. ...•-:-.. ~-~..-; .'- -' -. ', .. ': ...-: ;. -'. -.' .-.~''-; ,":-.
. , .._.•..~.. ,: ."- ,--- ~.- .
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Figure 4.4 Typical frequency response of an ER adaptive beam in forced vibration.

4.4.2 Controllability

The ideal time response of an ER adaptive structure is instantaneous, i.e. there is no

delay in the structure's response to turning on and off of the electric field. As the electric

field is turned on, the structure's vibration amplitude is immediately adjusted with no delay.

Likewise, the vibration amplitude returns to the zero-field state instantaneously when the

electric field is turned off. This idealized behavior is represented in Figure 4.5. The beams

used in the reliability studies were also used for the time response studies. The first and

second fundamental frequencies of the beams at zero-field were obtained from reliability

testing. Since the ER damping effect at these frequencies was easily observed, it was

decided that all time-~iespohse testing wouid be perfOl;med atthese frequencies, which were

15 and 34 Hertz for the AC beam, and 14 and 39 Hertz for the DC beam. As for the
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reliability tests, all AC beam response time tests were conducted using an applied AC field

frequency of 600 Hertz.
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Figure 4.5 Ideal time response of ER adaptive structures.

In studying the AC adaptive structure's time response to increases in electric field

strength, the function generator was used to provide a sine wave of known amplitude to the

electromagnetic actuator. The actuator provided the excitation to the structure at one of the

two fundamental modal frequencies. When the structure reached stable oscillation, the

amplifier preset at a discrete electric field, e.g. 1000 V(rms)/mm, was switched on. The

resulting time domain signal was recorded on the FFT analyzer. The same test was

repeated for the DC structure using the-DC Power Supply to provide the input offset

voltage for the TRE~ Switch-On Time was defined as the time period between the last

wave form of the zero electric field and the onset of steady state oscillation with the electric

field on.

In studying the beam response time for switching off of the electric field, the

electric field application'fiine became' a factor in the investigation: Four values ofeIecttic"

field application time, te, were investigated: 5, 30, 60, and 120 seconds. For the AC and
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the DC beam, at each fundamental frequency and each te, changes in vibration amplitude

due to switching off of the electric field were recorded on the FFT Analyzer. The electric

field strength change levels studied were 1500-0, 1000-0, and 500-0 V(rms)/mm for the

AC beam; and 3000-0 in descending increments of 500 V/mm for the DC beam. Switch

Off Time was defined as the time period between the last steady wave form with electric

field on, and the onset of steady state oscillation with zero electric field.

4.5 Results and Discussion

The results of the controllability and reliability experiments are presented in

Sections 4.5.1 through 4.5.5. The results for the reliability analysis are presented in

Section 4.5.1. The frequency responses of these adaptive beams-an issue indirectly

related to reliability-are presented and discussed in Section 4.5.2. The influence of ER

rheology on frequency response is presented in Section 4.5.3. And lastly, the

controllability of these ER adaptive structures due to the application of electric field is

presented in Section 4.5.4; the effect due to the removal of electric field is discussed in

Section 4.5.5.

4.5.1 Modal frequency and loss factor stability

In Figures 4.6-4.8, the reliability of the AC ER material basFbeam in terms of

modal frequency stability over time is presented. Ideally, the curves would be horizontal

and linear over time, i.e. the viscoelastic layer of ER materials would have constant

damping properties unaffected by time. Any changes in the properties of the ER material,

particularly deterioration of ER effect, will cause corresponding changes in frequency

response curves. In the case of deteriorating ER effect, or loss of damping capabilities, it

is expected that the beam will exhibit shifting of the frequency curve, thereby changing the

corresponding modal frequencie~. Furthermore, in viscoelastic terms, the_effect oftime on
.'

the ER materials' storage modulus (G') and loss modulus (Gil) directly affects the
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structures' performance over time. For this reason, research in ER material based adaptive

structures must not only be concerned with changes in vibration response, but also with

understanding fundamental ER rheology as applied to the present problem.
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As apparent from Figures 4.6-4.8, the actual behflvior of the modal frequency over
,~

time is not a linear function. Variations in fundamental frequencies occurred over the 500
(

hour study period. In Table 4.1, a summary of mean frequency values and standard

deviations for each mode and each applied AC electric field is provided.

Table 4.1 Averages and standard deviations of observed natural
frequencies for the AC ER material based adaptive structure

Applied AC Electric Field (kV(nns)/mm)

0 0.5 1.0 1.5

Mode One

Mean Frequency (Hz) 14.64 15.00 15.54 18.04

Standard Deviation (Hz) 0.95 1.02 0.67 1.22

Mode Two

Mean Frequency (Hz) 33.93 34.29 36.25 43.39

Standard Deviation (Hz) 1.97 1.42 0.72 3.04

Mode Three

Mean Frequency (Hz) 139.64 140.54 153.39 167.50

Standard Deviation (Hz) 0.61 0.67 6.44 4.27

From these Figures, it may also be observed that at 500 V(rms)/mm, the increases

in vibration frequencies due to increasing ER fluid complex moduli were small. Mode 2

frequency increases of 28 percent above zero field values were observed at 1500

V(rms)/mm. It is apparent that overall, the beam exhibited no trend in modal frequency

change over time.

In an oscillatory system, the amount of damping present may be determined from

the system's frequency response. Specifically, for a forced vibration system such as an ER

adaptive structure subjected to external excitation, frequency response graphs such as

shown in Figure 4.4 could be generated. As the electric field intensity changes, the

frequency response curve changes and shifts according to the amount of damping and

compliance present in the ER material. The damping, or the energy absorption capability

may be determined directly from frequency response graphs.
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The loss factor for the beams under investigation was calculated for each electric

field setting at each resonant frequency. The results for the AC beam loss factor over time

are shown in Figures 4.9-4.11. Note that the data exhibits-in general-an upward shift

in loss factor as the electric field is increased. In contrast to modal frequency variation over

time, a wide scatter of loss factor over time was observed. But just as for the modal

frequency results shown in Figures' 4.6-4.8, neither increasing nor decreasing trends in

loss factors were observed over the 500 hour study period. This means that although the

actual damping may vary from day to day, the long term dampjQg capability of the ER

materials remains reliable.
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The question remains as to the cause of such large deviations in loss factor over

time. There are several possible causes for the phenomenon. Since the determination of

damping is dependent upon the frequency response curves, any changes in these curves

affect the loss factor. The foremost contribution to fluctuations in the frequency response

curves is changes in ER material properties over time. In a composite structure such as an

ER adaptive beam shown in Figure 4.2, the mechanical properties of the two elastkJayers

do not change with time. In addition, the latex sealant material had insignificant structural

stiffness contributions, and its properties were also expected to be time invariant.

Therefore the only other component capable of causing significant viscoelastic changes in

the structure is the ER material. Other causes for loss factor variations may be attributed to

the boundary conditions. Although attempts were made to duplicate the exact boundary

conditions from day to day, it was possible that slight changes still existed which could

contribute to the frequency response curves. Changes in loss factor over time may also

have been caused by effects of ER particulate chain dynamics, since the ER material

contained in a composite structure experiences many alignment-dispersion cycles. The

continued variations in the chain structure, the reorientation of particles, as well as changes

in the inter-particle forces could contribute significantly to changes in the viscoelastic

behavior of the bulk fluid-thereby affecting the loss factor. The effect of time on the

properties of these complex materials-which are subjected to many control variables

remains to be more fully understood.

The reliability of the DC beam was studied in terms of modal frequency and loss

factor variation over time, similar to that of the AC beam. In Figures 4.12-4.14, it can be

observed that for the DC beam, the modal frequency was relatively stable over the period of

study. The mean frequency values and standard deviations for each mode and each applied

DC electric field are summarized in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2 Averages and standard deviations of observed natural
frequencies for the DC ER material based adaptive structure

Applied DC Electric Field (kV/mm)

0 1.0 2.0 3.0

Mode One

Mean Frequency (Hz) 13.50 15.5 20.25 25.50

Standard Deviation (Hz) 0.56 1.43 2.24 2.09

Mode Two

Mean Frequency (Hz) 39.25 43.75 56.75 69.75

Standard Deviation (Hz) 0.69 1.98 3.38 2.24

Mode Three

Mean Frequency (Hz) 148.50 160.50 177.75 192.25

Standard Deviation (Hz) 1.63 1.12 5.26 2.05

In co~trasffo the results of AC beams,. signific~lIl.t" incre<i'ses' in modal frequencies

were observed for DC beams at high electric field levels. The largest increase of

approximately 89 percent occurred in the case~o(mO(ie:one'~'Modes two and three al,so

exhibited large increases in modal frequencies as the DC electric field level was increased.
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Although the current output limitations of the TREK amplifier prevented the study of AC

beams at electric fields of greater that 1500 V(rms)/mm, the results of Figures 4.12-4.14

clearly showed the difference between AC and DC beams. Namely, the distinct upward

shift of frequency/time curves as the electric field was increased.

The loss factors of the DC/beam under varying electric fields over time were

obtained in the samt manner as described previously for the AC beams. Loss factor
'l:>

variations over time for modes one through three of the DC beam are presented in Figures

4.15-4.17, respectively. The DC material based beam also exhibited large deviations in the

loss factor due to reasons previously discussed: Changes in ER material properties over

time, and perhaps variations in boundary conditions. Similarly, increases in the damping

effect were generally observed at higher electric fields.
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4.5.2 ER adaptive beam structural frequency response

Since the properties of the ER material layer directly affect structural vibration

response, an alternative approach tQ present the behavior of these structures under varying

electric field intensity is to use frequency response curves. Changes in the properties of the

ER material layer directly affect the frequency response curves. Whereas Figures 4.6-4.8

and Figures 4.12-4.14 show increases in natural frequencies of the ER beam in terms of

upward shift of the frequency/time curves, the frequency response curves show the

characteristics of the beams throughout the frequency range of interest.

The frequency response of the AC material based beam is shown in Figure 4.18.

As the electric field is increased, the damping effect of the ER material is noticed in the

form of decreased vibration amplitude and a slight shift of the curve towards higher

frequency. In viscoelastic terms, modal frequency increases and damping of this class of

beams are due to storage modulus (G') and loss modulus (Gil) changes. It is expected that

an ER material with a high G' value will contribute to increasing modal frequencies; less

energy is lost to viscous dissipation. For an ER material with a high Gil value, damping

takes place in terms of viscous dissipation; less is contributed to increasing the overall

-stiffness. Tne behavior 'of the AC ER material beam shown in Figure 4.18 seemed to

suggest large changes in loss modulus with changes in electric field and relatively small

changes in storage modulus-since significant modal damping increases but only slight

natural frequency increases were observed when the electric field strength was increased.
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Figure 4.18 Frequency response of the AC adaptive beam under varying electric field strength.

The typical frequency response of a DC ER material based adaptive beam is shown
c •

in Figure 4.19. At higher electric field levels, the DC material based beam exhibited a

decrease in amplitude, lIke that of the AC beam previously discussed. However, the single

most important feature that differentiates AC and DC beams is the distinct shift towards

higher frequencies, i.e. significant increase in modal frequencies as electric field is

increased. As previously mentioned, the increases in modal frequencies of the DC be~m .

may be attributed to fundamental differences in rheological properties. Again, an ER

material with high storage-moduluschariges with--efectricfleid'application will increase

significantly in stiffness, thereby increasing the natural frequencies of the entire structure.
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Figure 4.19 Frequency response of the DC adaptive beam under varying electric field strength.

The amount of viscous dissipation and energy stored is only qualitatively

represented by frequency response curves: Figures 4.18 and 4.19. But in order to further

understand the causes for such differences in frequency response, it is imperative for the

experimenter to know the quantitative rheological properties and behavior of the ER

materials under small, dynamic strains.

4.5.3 Effec( oCE:R rheol()gy..Q.I! structural response

The interpretation of structural vibration response of AC and DC ER beams requires

the results of Chapter 3 of this thesis. Specifically, the results of Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4.

lll,Jl1e~.e sy<::tions, therheological behavior ofbothAG and DC ER materials was analyzed

at small strains.
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Since it was already proven from Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 that both ER materials

behaved non-linearly at frequency ranges from 1 to 16 Hertz, only the results at 10 Hertz

will be shown. Also, since the main interest is to determine the effect of rheology on beam

response, frequency and electric field data from Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 were chosen to

match those of actual beam conditions. For both ER materials, data from an excitation

frequency of 10 Hertz was chosen. For the AC material, data at an electric field of 2

kV(rms)/mm was superimposed over DC material data at an electric field of 3 kV/mm. It is

expected that a superposition of Gn and G~,· as well as ljJ and r values will reveal the

ratios of rheological properties to each other. Of particular interest is the proportions of

Gn and G~ to each other at small strains. As previously discussed (Section 4.5.2), the

relative proportions of Gn and G~ directly affect the frequency response of the ER

adaptive structures due to damping. A valid point may be raised as whether or not to plot

tan 8 (Equation 2.19) as a function of strain, since tan 8-as discussed in Section

2.2-is a direct measurement of damping capacity. But upon closer examination, one

realizes that Equation 2.19 is a ratio of linear-viscoelastic Gil divided by linear-viscoelastic

G. Since it was already proven that both AC and DC ER materials examined are nonlinear

viscoelastic, tan 8 relationship may not be used. Instead, interpretation of ER rheology

influence on beam response requires the knowledge of fundamental viscoelastic properties,

i.e. nonlinear storage and loss moduli, and phase angle. Selected results from Sections

3.4.3 and 3.«are re-plotted and presented in Figures 4.20 and 4.21.

In Figure 4.20, the viscoelastic properties of the two ER materials and PDMS are

shown. As it was shown in Section 3.4.2 and again in Figure 4.20, PDMS is a linear

viscoelastic material. To find the G' and Gil dependence on frequency, a frequency sweep

may be performed-provided that the applied strain is below the yield strain. For both ER

materials however, it is shown in Figure 4.20 and as it has already been established in

__ .__ .._.. . S~.cJiQns_).A.3 and 3.4.4 that both ER materials exhibit nonlinear behavior. Adopting the
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conventions of Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4, the nonlinear viscoelastic storage and loss moduli

are referenced as Gn and G~, respectively.
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Figure 4.20 Effect of strain on the complex shear moduli of LORD ER materials and PDMS at a
strain frequency of 10 Hertz.

An explanation for the higher increase in natural frequencies for the DC ER material

based beam could be made from Figure 4.20. The nonlinear storage modulus (Gn) is

greater than the nonlinear loss modulus ( G~) for up to approximately one percent strain. A

high Gn' value consequently means that overall, the ER beam is stiffer at high electric fields

-. ···~andwill:correspondingly-have·highernaturalfrequencies .. The characteristics of AC

material behavior is different from the DC material. While n~:mlinear behavior is also
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observed at small Strains, G~ is greater than Gn within the entire strain range investigated.

A high value of G~ is associated with large quantities of energy lost to viscous dissipation.

Vibration damping of the ER beam is achieved in this case, but the penalty on the tunable

nature of the system is apparent in relatively lower increases in natural frequencies (Section

4.5.2).

The phase angle ¢ as a function of strain is shown in Figure 4.21(a). By

analyzing the phase angle behavior, the properties of the viscoelastic material in question

may be compared to that of the elastic and viscous materials. While a polymer like PDMS

has constant ¢ values as strain increased, both ER materials became mor~ viscous in

behavior as strain was increased. Clearly, the ER~200 is more viscous in behavior than the

ER-Ill for the strain range tested. It should be emphasized that no abrupt transitions in

phase angle from low values «45 degrees) to high values of near 90 degrees exist in

Figure 4.21(a). Such transitions, if they were to occur, would represent a transition

between pre-yield and post-yield behavior. The lack of such transitions support the

conclusion of nonlinear behavior of Figure 4.20. The shear stresses of the ER materials in

Figure 4.21(b) do not show yielding, further supporting this finding.
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Evidences in greater detail are presented in Figures 4.22 and 4.23 in order to

support the observed differences in the frequency response curves of AC and DC ER

adaptive beams (Figures 4.18 and 4.19). In these Figures, the nonlinear storage and loss

moduli are plotted as functions of strain and electric field. It can be observed that both Gn

and G~ are strongly influenced by the electric field strength. As field strength increased,

•
the moduli shifted upward readily. As P:@_Yiously discussed, forlncreas_es in natural

frequencies of ER adaptive structures, elastic behavior, or high Gn is desired. Though the

current output limitations of the TREK prevented the study of the AC beam behavior at

above 1.5 kV(rms)/mm, rheological experiments on the Rheometries RDA II-with smaller

electrode surface area-were successfully conducted for up to 3.0 kV(rms)/mm. From

Figure 4.22(a), interpolation of experimental data at a strain of 0.1 % for electri~Jfield

strength of 1.5 kV(rms)/inm yielded a Gn value of approximately 4,500 Pa. But for the

ER-III at 0.1 % strain and 3.0 kV/mm, Gn was measured to be 180,000 Pa. This large

Gn difference of the two ER materials was the cause for the comparably larger increases in

natural frequencies of the DC adaptive beam. Also from Figure 4.22(a), another problem

with the AC ER material is apparent: the current density for the AC ER material is higher

than suitable for adaptive structures application. If it had been possible to maintain an AC

electric field of 3.0 kV(rms)/mm, greater Gn values could have been obtained.

Consequently the structural-stiffness controllability of the AC adaptive beam would be

notably improved.

~~ -:-----. -',. --
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From Figure 4.23(a)-(b), the nonlinear loss modulus can also be seen to be

strongly affected by external field strength. For both ER materials, G~ increased

significantly with increases in field strength. The damping of the AC beam-as shown in

terms of decreasing amplitude in Figure 4.18-was easily obtained by electric field strength

increases. Even though it has been shown that the stiffness controllability of the ER-III is

,better than that of the ER-200, it may be observed from Figure 4.23(b) that at small strains,

significant damping may also be obtained for this material at high electric field levels.

Furthermore, it can be observed from Figure 4.23 that at higher electric fields, the damping

(i.e. energy absorption) capability of the DC ER material is comparable to that of the AC

ER material. From these quantitative results, the causes of the differences in frequency

response between the AC and DC ER material based adaptive beams were found. Both ER

materials at small strain levels and high electric field strengths were shown to have damping

characteristics comparable to polymeric materials. However, the stiffness control of the

DC ER material was superior to that of the AC material due primarily to lower electrical

power requirements.
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4.5.4 Response of ER structures to the application of electric field

The ideal time response of ER material based structures to on-off states in electric

fields as well as changing field strengths is instantaneous, as depicted by Figure 4.5.

However, the actual responses obtained are far from ideal, as shown by Figure 4.24,

which is the time response of the DC beam at 14 Hertz with a 3000 V/mm electric field

applied for a time of 5 seconds.
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Figure 4.24 Actual response. (a) Output of TREK high voltage amplifier, and (b) DC beam
vibration amplitude history at 14 Hertz with Llli of 3000 VImm and 5 second application time.
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It is expected that the response time of ER adaptive structures to the sudden

application of electric field is fast, since available literature indicates a fast response time for

ER materials. The results of present experiments for DC and AC ER adaptive structures

are presented in Figure 4.25. The results indicate that the response time of these structures

to the_application ofan electric field is indeed fast. In general~ the 15eamsreachedsteady-

state oscillation within five seconds of the application of the electric field. Also, the higher

the Llli, the faster the beam responded. Again, the current output limitations of the TREK

prevented the study of the AC beam at greater than 1500 V(rms)/mm, but there is no

question in the trend of response time as Llli is increased. It can be observed that for both

AC and DC beams, mode two response times were shorter than those for mode one. This

is simply due to the larger vibration amplitude at mode one. Therefore, more damping

energy and time is needed for the beam to establish dynamic, electric-field-on equilibrium.
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4.5.5 Response" of ER structures to the removal of electric field

The Switch-Off Time for the AC beam is presented in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 for

excitation frequencies of 15 and 34 Hertz, respectively. From these Tables, the effect of

Llli and electric field duration time (te) on the response time could not be clearly established

since holding one variable constant, e.g. te, the trend of the other variable i.e. Llli did not

show a consistent pattern of increase or decrease. In all cases however, the beam

responded to switch off of AC electric fields in less than three seconds, which is

advantageous from a controls perspective. This is true for vibration frequencies of 15 and

34 Hertz, Llli of up to 1500-0 V(rms)/mm, and for te values of up to 120 seconds. By

knowing the time delay (three seconds) of AC structures, control schemes could be

designed to function in applications where vibration suppression is desired over a wide

range of frequencies. The response time to on and off states of electric fields for the AC

beam is short, i.e. from a controls perspective, vibration suppression of the AC beam

poses no time-response based problem in the lower frequency range. A problem does exist

with ER adaptive structures based on this particular AC ER material. As stated previously,

the behavior of AC adaptive beams containing this material is inadequate due to high

current requirements which in turn lead to a lack of overall structural-stiffness control.

Table 4.3 Response time (in seconds) of the AC ER material based beam at
15 Hertz

Response Time (sec)

bE (V(nns)/mm)

Ie (Seconds) 500-0 1000-0 1500-0

.. .... 5_ 2.20 _. 2.35 - . 2.14

30 1.93 2.48 2.42

60 1.86 2.41 1.95

120 1.72 1.73 1.39
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Table 4.4 Response time (in seconds) of the AC ER material based beam
at 34 Hertz

Response Time (sec)

Lill (V(rms)/mm)

te (Seconds) 5OO~0 1000-0 1500-0,

.5 1.15 1.64 1.93

30 1.41 1.78 -1.55

60 1.38 1.90 1.84

. 120 1.46 2.10 1.93

Unexpected experimental difficulties were encountered in obtaining the Switch-Off

Time of the DC bearn. Namely, for electromagnetic actuator input voltages similar to those

applied to the AC beam (2 Vrms), the DC beam response time was observed to be long (>5

minutes), especially at high Lill and te values. The mechanisms causing the formation of

fibrils in theDC ER material do not vanish readily upon the removal of electric field. This,

in effect, means that a "memory" is developed in the DC ER material where particles in

fibrils in the "on" state do not return to random distribution after the removal of the electric

field.

It was noticed in the switch-off experiments that when the DC beam did not return

to zero-field amplitude, slight increases in electromagnet input voltage (or vibration

actuation force) brought on the zero-field behavior immediately. Since both DC and AC

materials were found to be nonlinear viscoelastic, Le. the complex shear moduli were

functions of strain, it is conceivable that the time responses were related to strain amplitude

by means of energy dissipation; though it is unclear why the phenomena was not observed

in the AC material.

<. ",. • .. ·,·-c,'"'--,·.·:. .C' The results ofSwitch-OffTime as"a- functionofteand-AE'are-shown in Figures"

4.26-4.28 for three discrete values of input actuation voltage: 6, 8, and 10 V(rms). All

tests performed were at the first fundamental mode of the beam, i.e. 14 Hertz. Essentially,

these_ Figuxes sho~ the ~ffect ofte, Lill, and actuation voltage on response time. Lill had

the greatest influence on response time at values greater than 1000 V/mrn. Figures 4.27
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and 4.28 also show that-in general-the greater the te, the longer the beam took to return

to zero-field behavior. But at Llli of 3000 V/mm and te equal to 60 seconds, the response

time reached a maximum value and then showed a decreasing trend. As the vibration

actuation voltage (i.e. disturbance force) was increased, the response time was reduced

significantly as shown.
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The results of the switch off time analysis discussed above showed that the

utilization of DC ER materials in structural vibration is frequency range sensitive. Since

more energy and motion is needed to disperse the fibrils upon the removal of the electric

field, the rapid control of structural vibration may therefore be limited-with this material

to a low frequency range. While the DC ER material could still be used for a high frequency

range, the response time at the high range is expected to be long.

4.6

<'
Chapter Summary

A question that arises is: can AC ER materials be utilized for structural damping

since AC beams switch on and off relatively fast? There is certainly an advantage from the

controls perspective. But observations from Figure 4.18 yield slight increases in natural

frequencies due to electric field increases; whereas Figure 4.19 for the DC ER material beam

shows large increases in natural frequencies as the DC electric field is increased. Given the

_behavior observed in Figure 4.18, the optimum electric field for AC beam vibration

amplitude minimization is always the highest electric fiel9 value. For adaptive structures

based on the DC ER material, however, Figure 4.19 supports the notion that the optimum

electric field level changes with vibration frequency (Yalcintas et aI., 1993). In order to

successfully design and implement a truly tunable structure, DC behavior is more desirable,

i.e. specific electric fields may be applied at discrete vibration frequencies throughout the

frequency range to obtain minimum amplitude; nevertheless, the time response characteristic

ofthe AC ER material is needed.

Indeed, the problems encountered in using ER materials as the damping layer in

adaptive structures are not fully solved. One such problem is that for materials such as

LORD Corporation ER-III, the particle chains do not disperse immediately upon removal of

an electric field. Better ER materials having the mechanical properties of ER-III, the time

response of ER-200, and low electrical current requirement are needed for structural,.
, -

damping. ER materials do have potential for such applications, provided that superior fluids
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are developed. The rheology of ER materials, specifically, the nonlinear viscoelastic

behavior over the frequency range of interest must be further studied ~nd modeled. The

understanding of the fundamental rheology of these behaviorally complex materials is

essential for further understanding the reliability and controllability of ER material based

structures.

.-.~-~- .. ~ .. ~- '."
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 Conclusions

Electrorheological (ER) materials are preferred for use in the damping of structures

due to their fast, controllable rheological properties. Since understanding fundamental ER

rheology was necessary fOf the design and modeling of ER material based adaptive

structures";rheological -experiments were performed on two types of commercial ER

materials. Both AC and DC materials were found to be viscoelastic. However, linear

viscoelastic theory could not be used to describe material properties under varying electric

field strengths and strain frequencies. This was~ue t? the observed nonlinear behavior

(strain dependence) of both materials even at small strains. Both strain frequency and

electric field intensity affected the nonlinear storage and loss moduli. Increases in electric

field strength significantly increased the nonlinear complex shear moduli, while the effect of

frequency on the shear moduli remained unclear and required further investigation.

The reliability and controllability issues of AC and Dq ER material based structures

were addressed. Both types of structures exhibited stable modal frequencies over time.

AnotherjI).(;UC;Qt\9J1. of reliability-modal loss factor-displayed large variations over time,

but showed no trend. The cause of which is thought to include factors such as variations in

boundary conditions, and most importantly, changing ER material properties over time.

Though not consistently observed, structural damping generally increased with increasing

electric field strength. Inconsistent increases in modal frequencies in response to electric

fields were observed between AC and DC structures. Evidence from rheological

,_ '.'_ .,_.~,.". r ,,"o.~, .experjm~nts_PJQy'edJhaUhiswas_due to the differences-between AC and DC materials-in

the contribution of nonlinear storage and loss moduli to the overall nonlinear complex

modulus. The higher value of nonlinear storage modulus of the DC material at small strains

was found to have caused consistent increase ofnatural frequencies of the adaptive beam.
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For the AC material, the dominance of nonlinear loss modulus at small strains contributed

significantly to structural damping, and less towards overall stiffness.

In terms of controllability, both AC and DC beams responded rapidly to application

of electric field. In most cases, vibration amplitude was minimized within five seconds.

Response time decreased as electric field strength increased. Upon removal of the electric- '-

field, the AC structure returned to zero-field behavior within three seconds; application time

and field strength had no significant influence on response time. Time response of the DC

structure to the switch off of the electric field was also studied. Factors which influenced

the beam's return to zero-field behavior included electric field strength, application time, and

external excitation amplitude. Results indicated that although DC ER materials are preferred

for adaptive-structures application, extraordinarily long response time may be expected for

high vibration frequencies.

From the results of rheological experiments, it is concluded that a nonlinear-

viscoelastic phenomenon is encountered when an ER adaptive structure is under small

amplitude vibration. The modeling of ER adaptive structures is complicated by the observed

strain dependence, since strain amplitude varies according to mode shapes and location

along the structure. Although ER materials offer controllable rheological properties, the

utilization of ER materials as the damping layer in adaptive structures requires

reconsideration due to this non-linearity. The full implementation of an ER material based
Q.

adaptive structure with sensing and co~trols capabilities may not be realized with the present

ER materials. The advancement of these dynamically tunable structures requires superior

ER materials with balanced viscoelastic properties as well as instantaneous dispersion of ER

particulate matter upon electric field removal.

. ,-- -' .. _".: ..
- .....'-'-.-.... "'.. j,"';
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5 .2 Future Work

The utilization of ER materials as the damping layer in adaptive structures requires

reconsideration due to the nonlinear effects. Present methods and models assuming a

damping layer with uniform properties may be insufficient for accurate prediction of ER

adaptive structural responses.

Pertinent to the understanding of these structures is the knowledge of nonlinear

viscoelastic behavior and properties of the ER materials. While the field of nonlinear

viscoelasticity is not new, considerable effort is required in the initiation of research in this

area. Methods which could be used include Fourier Transform-primarily a method for the

quantification of ER materials' energy dissipation and energy storage capabiliti~s throughout

a frequency spectrum. Essentially, this method takes the Fourier Transform of the stress

response of the viscoelastic material under induced strain; examination of the stress response

in the frequency spectrum provides information on linearity and dynamic moduli. More

fundamental methods utilize linear viscoelastic equations, but add in nonlinear terms as

appropriate for describing the observed nonlinear phenomenon. Still other methods evaluate

the stress response of a nonlinear-viscoelastic material by the use of constitutive relations.

Many of these methods have been widely used in the field of polymer science and polymer

rheology.

Potential problem areas of utilizing commercial rheometers for yielding (static or

dynamic) investigations do exist, especially for testing high viscosity viscoelastic materials.

Problems such as wall slip, insufficient strain resolution, undefined deformation, and

transducer drift of the strain measuring system could lead to unreliable results. Very slow,

steady shearing, or creep analysis of the ER materials should be examined, since in these
_:~:.-.:...--- ." -.-.

constant-stress tests the above mentioned problems could be avoided or minimized.

Investigation of ER materials under creep conditions could be beneficial in distinguishing

thelineariiionline-ar behavior-and propertIes~ 'Conse-quentiy; further ·underst-anding of the

characteristics of these complex materials may be obtained.
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